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ABSTRACT

The aim of this dissertation is to present a survey of numerical

methods for solving Volterra equations of the first and second kinds.

At present this subject matter is to be found only in research papers;

this dissertation collects all such work and from it attempts to

present a concise and logical account of the subject. Due to the

nature of the dissertation, however, only the more important and

practical methods can be included. In several places new methods are

suggested. Numerical examples are included where it has seemed

relevant and interesting. All calculations were performed on the

University of St. Andrews' computer, an IBM 360, using the language

FORTRAN IV with double-precision arithmetic. Discussions on the

methods are included within each chapter.

In Chapter one we give a brief introduction to the equations

together with important definitions, theorems and a lemma.

In Chapter two we examine numerical methods for the equation of

the second kind. We find that the equation is readily adaptable to

numerical treatment, but that some problems in numerical stability

can result. (Section 1-4). A new variant on the block-by-block

methods is suggested in Section 2-3, together with some error analysis.

In Chapter three we examine the linear equation of the first

kind. The work presented here is very new and indeed the subject is

not yet exhausted. We find that the equation does not lend itself

readily to numerical treatment and many difficulties are incurred.

In Sections 3-3 and 3-4, the author considers some applications of the

convergence theory of 3-1 and 3-2, and the possibility of the use of

expansion methods is also discussed in Section 5.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1 Volterra Integral equations

The non-linear Volterra integral equation of the second kind is

ybc.') = ^ K (x,tj dt t asx4b (1-1-1)

where the function y(t) is to be determined. The equation is

linear if K(x,t,y(t)) = k(x,t)y(t) and in this case k(x,t) is

called the Kernel.

The Volterra equation of the first kind is

aixab ,

(1-1-2)glttV J Vtlxjtj ^ dt
However, in this Thesis we shall only consider the linear equation:

q(.^= [ lUXjO-uUOdt aAxs* .° 3 (1-1-3)

In contrast to the Volterra case, Fredholm equations possess a fixed

upper limit to the integral. That is, the Fredholm equations of the

second and first kinds are, respectively;

tjlx") = «■ ^ K (nx,t, cit ,

^(X"^- ^ 11(1,1)^1.0") dt f a<xit
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We notice that we can recast (1-1-1) and (1-1-2) as Fredholm

equations with integrand (x,t,y (t)) , where

kF ait'X

* o ocVfc i ~b

In this thesis we restrict ourselves to equations possessing non-

singular integrands. That is, K(x,t,y(t)) has no singularities in

the range of integration. If the equation is linear, and K(x,t) =

K(x-t), then the kernel is said to be a convolution kernel.

If K(x,t) is of the form

N

K fcx,t~) - Cx") Th CO
K-t

then the kernel is said to be of finite rank N. This type of kernel

is also termed degenerate. It is assumed that X,„ (x) ,T„ (t) , K=1,...,NK js.

are linearly independent sets of functions.

It is known (see Tricomi C 23^ ) that the eigenvalue problem for

the Volterra equation

where A. is a parameter, possesses only the trivial solution.

Volterra integral equations are related to initial value problems.

For example, consider the linear differential equation

TtCr°(xl = CXo lx)"U.Cn~°CoO+ ■ • + an-v t:Ou(.x^ +• ....(1-1-4)

with initial values

iMcO =■ "U.1 (cO =
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Suppose we define - U-Cr0(:O > then we have

*5'U.Cu:)(x'3= _L_ \ 30 ufOdt 0^6n-\
oCn-u-c "i ;

[j3ee CochranC 6 1 ]
It then follows that-(1-1-4) can be written as the linear Volterra

equation

^ KlXjOM^O dt o&xtb ,...(1-1-5)

where

KCx.O = ^ CXu top Cx-O^ (1-1-6)
-(j t

D-0

Similarly, the integral equation (1-1-5) with kernel (1-1-6) can

be written in the form (1-1-4). In Chapter 2 we shall find that many

of the 'standard' finite difference methods for initial value problems

can be modified to suit the Volterra equation of the second kind.

1-2 Existence and uniqueness theorems

The following existence and uniqueness theorem for non-linear

Volterra equations of the second kind follows from the well-known

Picard iteration. The theorems below are taken from Linz[153; proofs

may be found in Tricomi fj23 ], for example.

Theorem 1-1 Consider the non-linear Volterra integral equation

of the second kind

ijlx")- Q^x") + 1 K.(Xj fc , cj ") dfc , aixib ,
Ja '
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with (a) g(x) continuous and bounded in La,b].

(b) uniformly continuous in x and t for all finite y.

(c) k satisfying a uniform Lipschitz condition

") - I I a. ~ 3-U

where L is a constant independent of x and t.

If conditions (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied, then the solution

y(x) is unique and continuous.

The linear Volterra equation of the first kind

p x
I KCx,t dt ,

dCL

> X

ttiXSb
, ....(1-2-1)

■i cl¬

ean be converted into an integral equation of the second kind provided

K(x,t) is differentiable with respect to its first argument, and that

g(x) is differentiable. To show this, differentiate (1-2-1) with respect

to x

X

K.(.x,x^lx~) + \ &K (x,O (.O dt .
Jo-

That is

ft^-ft't^ -
.... (1-2-2)

Ktx.x"} <Ja

Equation (1-2-2) is a linear Volterra equation of the second kind with

kernel

(boc Cx, t~3 I K.(x,aO.

Theorem 1-2 now follows.
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Theorem 1-2 Consider the linear Volterra equation of the first kind

jtxl -- r
with (a) g^~\x) continuous and bounded in £a,b]

(b) dKCtx, fc} uniformly continuous in x and t and K(x,x)^0
djC,

(c) g (a) = O.

Then if conditions (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied, the solution y(x)

is unique and continuous.

Condition (c) is clearly necessary, or (1-2-1) is not consistent.

From now on we will assume that the conditions stated in Theorems (1-1)

and (1-2) hold.

Finally, we state an important lemma, due to Linzll5l, which will

be used several times in Chapters 2 and 3.

Lemma 1 If we have a sequence i-0, t,... satisfying

with finite A,B>0

and

with finite , then \ tn \ - + R ^) Cl ")n
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CHAPTER 2

THE VOLTERRA EQUATION OF THE SECOND KIND

Section 1: MULTISTEP METHODS

1-1 Introduction and basic definitions

The non-linear Volterra equation of the second kind is

V^C-x") = + J Kbc.jt, (1-1-1)
Consider the grid of equally-spaced points x =x +nh , with

n o

x =a,x„ =b,n=0,l N. Writing x=x in (1-1-1) we obtain
on n

p J-n
^ K(.Xn,t, 0=0,^...^ (1-1-2)

If we now replace the integral by a quadrature rule we have

n

LjCXrO = <^Cxn"3 + ^ Wni, Kbc.r», XC , + ^n,h,
i-o

where w . , i=o,...,n, are the weights fot the rule and R , is the
ni n ,h

truncation error of the rule.

We can obtain the scheme

«

Yo = + W ^ U)oi K-txn.XCj Yi ") (1-1-3 )
i-o

If Y Y
, , are known, then (1-1-3) gives a scheme for

o n-1

determining Y , an approximation to y(x ) . If K(x ,x ,Y )£0 andn n n n n

w *0, the scheme (1-1-3) is implicit; that is we have a non-zero term
nn

involving Y on the right-hand side. Y can be obtained from the
n n
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iterative procedure

...(1-1-4)

We can take

or

+ ^ ^ (acn.OCC , Yj }
i = o

where the weights w are those belonging to an open Newton-Cotes

rule.

Equation (1-1-3) is of the form

and hence the iteration (1-1-4) will converge to the unique solution

Y , provided that

where L is the Lipschitz constant introduced in Chapter 1.

This can be guaranteed by taking h small enough. The result follows

from the contraction mapping theorem [lo ].

In the case of the linear Volterra equation

Klrx, t,^U"V) =

and (1-1-3) reduces to the following scheme for Y

Yo = ( Yo j

n

H L (uion I 1 (1-1-5)

n

Yn -

l=o
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We notice from (1-1-1) that Y can be obtained exactly from
o

Yo= 3^0")

In the following sections we will assume that this value of

Y is used. We now state two definitions which will prove
o

themselves to be important in the following sections.

Definition 1-1 Consistency. (Linz [15 ])

The approximation method (1-1-3) is said to be consistent

if it is based on a convergent quadrature.

Definition 1-2 Repetition factor.

The approximation method (1-1-3) is said to possess a repetition factor

^>, if is the smallest integer such that

COn+ £>, i = COr>,l i- + } n-(i

for integers <*. and (J independent of n.

This definition, introduced by Linz [15], is found to be very

important when we consider the problem of the stability of (1-1-3),

and also when we consider the application of multistep methods

to the Volterra equation of the first kind (see Chapter 3). The

restriction of the values of i allows for the fact that different

quadratures may need to be introduced over the first few values of

x^,i=o,...,n. for certain values of n. This idea is made clearer
in Section (1-3).
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1-2 Convergence and stability

For convenience, we rewrite (1-1-3) below:

n

- <j(,XcO v h ^ ^ tOnC KCXo, XC, Vu *) . .... (1-2-1)
i-o

Now any quadrature, (bar the simple Euler and trapezoidal rules

used in each interval Cx^'xj_+^] ) • used in (1-2-1) will necessitate
the use of starting values ,..., say, before we can use (1-2-1)

with n=s,s+1,...,N. Let us suppose that the errors incurred through

using (1-2-1) are given by Ei. , where

ti, «= T-' l.l.-.-jN

and that the starting errors satisfy

£ If; li,
i = l

for some finite > o .

Now the equation corresponding to (1—2—1) involving exact values of

y(x) is

<^(.Xn3> = + h KCxn,Xo, + Rn,h • (1-2-2)
v*o

Subtracting (1-2-1) from (1-2-2) gives

o

£n = h ^ tool ^lUXn,XC, - K(xn,OCu, Yc"V^ + Rn,h (1-2-3)
L*O

Taking moduli in (1-2-3) and using the Lipschitz condition gives

n

l En I <hUW V Uil + aCtO,
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where

IWnM iW ,

IRn.h I - ntN

Thus

n-i

Itnl S h LV\J ) (zc\ + RC»0 n--S,5tV'-.N
ii- huvo\ \ I - h uw }

Then provided UkiO < 1 , we obtain, from Lemma 1, Chapter 1,

c % "i ^ t UJ / | — k l.Lo \
Unl £ [ RCVO + hLlOr^ ^ IL1

1- WL.0J

Thus we have lim I En I =■ O with nh fixed, provided the scheme is consistent.
W"5! O
n-=>cO

Notice here that if R(h) is 0(hP), then we need only have\= 0 (hP 1)
to obtain an overall convergence of 0(hP). In other words we

„

_ 2^
need only obtain the starting values to an accuracy of 0(h )

to obtain solutions to the integral equation which are accurate to

0(h ). The results so far in this section are summed up in the

f /.lowing theorem.

Theorem 1. The scheme (1-2-1) is convergent of order 0(hP) provided

the quadrature rule has a truncation error 0(hP) and the starting

values have been obtained to an accuracy 0 (hP ^") .

Stability considerations

When we speak of the numerical stability of a difference scheme

such as (1-2-1) we are concerned with the behaviour of the errors

inherent in the difference scheme itself. We must be careful not

to confuse this with any properties (such as ill-conditioning) of the

integral equation itself. Due to the liaison between Volterra
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equations of the second kind and initial value problems it might be

thought that the numerical stability of the scheme (1-2-1) could

be dealt with in the same fashion as that for difference

methods for solving initial value problems. However, although

the theory for initial value problems has been studied in depth,

the theory is fairly complex. See, for example, Henrici [9].

If we attempt to study the numerical stability of the scheme

(1-2-1) in the same way we find the problems are compounded.

For example, consider the simple initial value problem

^'(xV CcO with

which has integral equation equivalent

± + r ^
Jo

\

and solution y(x)=e . For the initial problem,solution by a

multistep method leads to the scheme

K K

" h /L ' (1-2-3)
y-O yo

where Y_. is the approximation to y (x ) by the multistep method; and

are constants withdK-1. The errors ^ satisfy
k

^ (dj -
<T°

where is the truncation error of the method.
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The homogeneous part of this equation has characteristic polynomial

K

pCO - ^ C<*j -
<r°

If any of the zeros of p(z) lie outside the unit circle we find

that the spurious components in the solution of the difference

equation (1-2-3) (introduced since the order of the difference

equation is higher than the original differential equation) may

dominate the true solution. If any of the zeros of p(z) be

outside the unit circle the method (1-2-3) is said to be unstable.CL4 ]

For the Volterra equation, the difference scheme is

n

Yin = I + h con i, Yi,
i>o

and the errors satisfy

a

En - I + \n ^ LOnC EC + Rnjh ■
I'O

The homogeneous equation has characteristic polynomial

n

C^(zV Z.n - 1 - V\^ bino Z>.
c=o

However, the weights w . vary with n, and the determination of the
ni

zeros of q(z) will not be straightforward even for this simple equation.

The problem of numerical stability of the scheme (1-2-1) has therefore

been reformulated by Linz [15] in a more tractable way.

Consider a small change g(x), say 6g(x), producing a small change in

the solution from y(x) to y (x) + Sy(x) .
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Subtracting this equation from (1-1-1) gives

(1-2-4)

if wa neglect second order terms in Suco.

The equation (1-2-4) can be thought of as representing the condition

of the problem as it reflects the sensitivity of the solution to small

changes in g(x). Now discretization errors and starting errors can

be considered as causing a perturbation in (1-1-1). For a numerically

stable scheme we would desire that the errors be characterized by

the same growth rate as 8y(x) in (1-2-4). If the errors grow at a

faster rate than 8y(x) in (1-2-4), the scheme could not be considered

stable. u

This argument prompted Linz Cl5 1 into the following definition

of numerical stability of the scheme (1-2-1).

Definition 1-3 Numerical stability.

If the error in the finite difference scheme (1-2-1) has as its

dominant component ECzcn"}, say, where ECx3 satisfies an equation of

the form

then the scheme (1-2-1) is said to be numerically stable.

Clearly, the errors could propagate at a rate slower than (1-2-5)

and the scheme would still be stable. Also if (1-2-5) is satisfied then

tClo") may still not be small. However, in this case the original equation

(1-2-5)
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is badly conditioned and we cannot expect anything better. We

conclude that if we obtain an asymptotic expansion for fcCocrO, then

for a numerically stable scheme we require that the leading

term satisfies an equation of the form (1-2-5) .

If the leading term satisfies an equation of the form

Ux3> = frbO * Y J ZK U,t, ttOdt , ...(1-2-6)
where A is a parameter introduced by the finite difference scheme, we

may find that, for A# 1 , the scheme is stable for certain kernels

Kite,t, ij. This situation is known as weak instability. We

shall meet equations of the form (1-2-6) in Section (1-4) .

1-3 Choice of quadrature and the repetition factor,

(i) Newton-Cotes rules

The simplest way in which we can approximate to the integral in

(1-1-2) is to use a repeated Euler rule in each interval [x^,x^ ],
i=o,...,n. We then obtain the explicit scheme for y

n

n-i

Yr» = C^OXrO * Vl ^ K tXn, Xc , Yc ) , n=l,2,...N.
i-o

Similarly by using a repeated trapezoidal rule we obtain the implicit

scheme

n-»

Yn- -<■ h ^ \ KCxo^XC, Yi ") + K CXn, Xi* Yc>» ") } .
L=o

Open Newton-Cotes rules could be used to obtain explicit schemes;

however, these rules appear to be unpopular, possibly because they are

suspected of causing high rounding errors in computation.
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For higher order closed Newton-Cotes rules the exact form of

(1-2-1) will depend on the value of n. For example, consider the

use of Simpson's rule. For n even, n=2r, say, we can apply

Simpson's rule in a straightforward manner as follows
r-i

Yxr = a(x>.r~} t W'i / (.Xxr, XxC., Yxi. ") + 1+ K (.jtxr, "Xjxh, Yxi *•>")
... a-3-1)

+ Htaur, XxCvx, YxUx ^ ,

X- .

where we need to supply a starting value Yj..
However, for nodd, n=2r+l, say, we need to supply an ancillary rule

either overfx ,x ,x ,x } or over (x 0,x„ ,x0 ,x„ .}. The three-o 1 2 3 2r-2 2r-l 2r 2r+l

eighths rule seems a natural choice. It has a local truncation error

5 4
0(h ) (Simpson's rule in composite form has a truncation error 0(h ))

Placing the three-eighths rule at the lower end gives us

Yirt i - Cxxr*-1 t 3 h \ k ItXirv ^/ Xo , Yq + 5 K ( Iirti, Xi, Y\
8

r

+ 3 K (0U.r+ i, Xa, Vi *■ K (Xxr *- ^ X}, Yj, } \ + I ^KCXxO', 3CZV.-1, YaC-V
z.

+ UKtXxrn, Ode, YxO + k(Xxrv., Xum, YiCtO], (1-3-2)

T-.l,!,...

We shall call the scheme given by (1-3-1) and (1-3-2) SIMPSON (i)

[After Noble[16]]. Placing the three-eighths rule at the upper end

gives us
r-i

Yarn = CxrvO + H|^» ^ \ K (Xxfv i, XjC , YaC ") + W \xC«-\)
x=0

+ Ktocxrn, Xxui-x, YiC u")J ^8 h ^ k(.Xirv\, Xxr-i, Yac-x ^

+ (Xir,-i, Xxr-i, Yir- \ I- 3 K (cCxr,. t, 3Cir ,Yir....(1-3-3)

+ K. (.Xxr*- i, OCxf v v., Yir t- \ } . t= I, . . .
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We shall call the scheme given by (1-3-1) and (1-3-3) , SIMPSON (ii)

We now show the relevance of the idea of a repetition factor

introduced in Section (1-1) . Compare the weights attached to Y, j=2i,2i+l,

... in SIMPSON (i) and SIMPSON (ii) in the following tables.

TABLE 1: SIMPSON (i)

Weight
for
x\.

TY2i Y2i+1 Y2i+2 Y2i+3

x=x
2r

2/3 4/3 2/3 4/3

X=X2r+l 4/3 2/3 4/3 2/3

X=X2r+2 2/3 4/3 2/3 4/3

TABLE 2: SIMPSON (ii)

)

Weight

X

•HCM
J* Y2i+1 Y

2i+2
Y
2i+3

X=X2r 2/3 4/3 2/3 4/3

X=X2r+l 2/3 4/3 2/3 4/3

X=X2r+2 2/3 4/3 2/3 4/3

i<r-2

i<r-3

i<r-l

For SIMPSON (i) we notice that a pattern in the weights is formed,

and the pattern is repeated every alternate row. For SIMPSON (ii)

the pattern is repeated every row. In accordance with the definition,

then, the repetition factor for SIMPSON (i) is' 2 and the repetition
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factor for SIMPSON (ii) is 1.

Other Newton-Cotes schemes. Clearly, other Newton-Cotes rules could

be combined in a similar way, but more than one ancillary quadrature

would need to be introduced in most cases. The combinations

considered above are probably the best for most practical purposes,

(ii) Gregory quadrature.

The Gregory rule for a function f(x) is
pin
\ Hx3 dx. h { Hz ?(x<0 * CCxi} + • • • + f (xo-i "> * x/* C(xr>}\
Jio

- Wli \ V f (XfO - A f (XcO ~ hfa.<+ I V1f(XfO *■ f lit,') ^

" (7XOK\ XI 1 Kxn} ~ A3, f ( So") 1 - • - ■

(See Phillips and Taylor [21].)

The rule can be rewritten as

^ cbt ^ ^ -t Vi <2_a I f (Xj") +
r=o yo

The truncation error, E (f), is given byn ,k

tn,K(n • HKr3 CtK- (0-iOaK*. ") ...(1-3-4(1))

when k is even, and

En,»= CO * ^ (n-lOax*-t [CUL 5((iO, ... (1-3-4 (ii))

OCo

when k is odd, where
K

fi'fc -

Tdk

l^Q Mi'1- «*-0"J*
=. i_ f (s - *(0 s (s- O . . . (s-lO ds ;

Ct+iV- Jo

-n:>.
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The advantage of using Gregory quadrature in (1-2-1) is that we

can apply the rule directly for any value of n. We notice that

the rule requires k-1 starting values, with f(x ) known.
o

We obtain the scheme

' n

V
Yn- C^tXfO * b ^ KlXn.JCr, Yr } 4 W ^ f\ * } + •Us.ft.Xrv^.Yn-p} ,

r-° j=°

n^KjKH,.. .,M. ....(1-3-5)

The scheme is convergent of order (k+2), and we notice that in view

of (1-1-5), the iteration (1-1-4) will converge provided

b 0 t Go* } U < 1

We find the scheme has repetition factor 1, with the repetition

extending over the first (n-k-1) values of Y^. Table 3 shows the
form of the repetition for nS2k+l.

TABLE 3: THE GREGORY RULE AND THE REPETITION FACTOR

Weight
^-vfor
x Y

o yl Yk Yk+1 Yk+2 Yk+3

X=X2k+l 1+Aok 1+Alk 1+Akk 1+Ak-lk A!

CM1

+r—1 1+Ak-3k
X=X2k+2 1+Aok 1+Alk .... 1+Akk 1 1+\k X

rl1

|

+iH

X=X2k+3 1+Aok 1+A1X 1+Akk 1 1 1+Akk
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If we subtract (1-3-5) from the analogous equation involving exact values

of y(x) we obtain
n k

to * h ^ \ K (otn, x<, KlXn.CCr, Vr } "i + \ K(.Xn, OCj y
ri°

k r°
- KCxn, Xj,^ ) \ + h i Ktxr>, Xo-j , atxo-jV txn, Xn-j , Yn-^p^

j=o
+ £n.>K "i

Phillips [2o] obtains the following error bound for

l*nl < S<blCjCoOCOL ....(1-3-6)

where

UjUS ,

and

Hare (Tloux, I p4"*" K (xn; t, q to 2) 1
Xo 1 1

= fiic. V3.

The bound (1-3-6) is only of practical use if we know an a priori value

of M^+2• For some applications, an estimate may be obtainable.
We applied the Gregory rule to the equation

t^tx)= cosoc-since, t 2. ^ Sen Cx-t} cpl dt
in o^x^l, with k=4, h=0.05, and exact starting values Y]_'Y2,Y3*
Some numerical results are listed in Table 4 together with values

of the error bound (1-3-6).

Notice that for this equation K(t,t)=0, and so the scheme is explicit.
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TABLE 4: NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE GREGORY RULE

Value of x Error in Computed Solution Value of Error Bound

0.20 0.75xl0~10 -9
0.85x10

0.30 0.36xl0~9 0.14xlO~8

0.40 0.63xl0~9 0.20xl0~8

0.50
-9

0.87x10
—8

0.28x10

0.60 O.llxlO-9 0.37xlO~8

0.70 0.13xlO~9 0.48xlO~8

0.80 0.15x10 9 —8
0.60x10

0.90 0.17xlO~9 0.75xl0~8

l.OO 0.19xl0~9 0.93xl0~8

(iii) Gaussian quadrature

If values of y(x) are required at the equally spaced points

xn=XQ+nh,n=o/...,N/ the only Gaussian rule applicable is the
Lobatto rule. All Gaussian rules have the favourable property

that the truncation error is 0(h^m , where m is the number of

points employed in the rule.

If we apply the four-point Lobatto rule to the integral in (1-1-2),that

is, in each interval [x^,x^+^3/i=0 ,. . . ,N, we obtain
n-i

Yn + hlix ^ Yc ) ♦ "a KCocn, la r, Xi V r } + 5 K fato, occ+s, Yc ts)
t-o

+ K txo, scct-i, , n= h •

...(1-3-7)

where 0Cc+-rr Xi + Ys— cS"S"3 j -XCt-s - + CS +• ^ ho K.
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We immediately observe that we do not know the values / Y^_+s >

i=o,...,n-l and that we require starting values , Y .. Campbell

and Day [4] suggest a method of determining Y , Y^ to O(h^) ,

and Jaim and Sharma [12 ] have proposed a method of finding Y^+r /

y in terms of Y. and certain kernel values. We do not examine
i+s i

these methods.here, but merely comment that the amount of computation

required to obtain these values is large and the use of the rule is

not justified. Equally accurate solutions can be obtained with

far less effort by using Gregory's rule, for example.

1-4 Numerical Stability and the repetition factor

(i) The simple schemes

In this subsection we obtain an asymptotic error estimate

for the scheme (1-2-1) when we use a repeated trapezoidal rule.

The scheme is

n-i

Yn* ejtxrO + W1 1 KtDcn, occ, Yc } + K (xn, xc*\, Vc,* i }
i-o

Thus we obtain

o-t

En = \ Ecu ^ +■ Rr\jh ,

izo

where

( Un,XI,

and

RojH = "Wia. I Can.t, t,

-t oO*X
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This result follows from the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula and the

fact that each EtI°Ch,0.

On introducing the scaled error tr\ = Cr> j h1" we obtain

- hh. ^ \ ^ + 4c*-i ^
i'o

ir l dj? toen,t( bl0^t,Xo - dK +oCk^
dt J dt °

If we now consider the integral equation

eloO - r (.X, t, ^IbV^U") dt + ^,[x^
<JOu

where <y.x^> = - ' 11x \ dVc(dt (.1,^, (.x, t,
Then e differs from e (x ) by terms of 0(h) only. Thus

n n

en - e,(.Xn + O 00

so that

tn = h3oAXr\~} * O C h 3 2).

Now efx^) satisfies an integral equation of the form (1-2-5).
Thus, ignoring the effects of rounding errors in computations,

we see that the trapezoidal rule is stable. The same result holds

for the Euler method.

(ii) Higher-order methods

Unfortunately this argument will not hold for higher order

methods. The presence of starting errors (and in practise rounding

errors) may cause instability. We can no longer identify with S-(Xo}

as in (i). A different approach to the problem due to Noble [16],
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which includes the effect of starting errors has been tried and has

produced some interesting results. Noble presents his theory

applied to the schemes SIMPSON (i) and SIMPSON (ii) and, attaining

results, he then generalises the theory so that it is applicable

to all multistep methods. We now give an outline of the theory

in the same way, for, as will be seen, it is easier to deal with a

specific example first and then generalise.

We can obtain equations for the errors "tc, i=l,.... ,N in SIMPSON (i)

as follows: ,

txr = Uxc + ''j H K 2.rkz + l<Xr,1.i Eli- + k £liu
C*1

(1-4-1)
•+■ Kir, lira Ext <-2. ^

Exrn r t1l8h Kjfn,i £j + ^8 h Kxr«- i, j Es
f"'

(1-4-2)
K irn , Elc-i v U Kxrt-i,!! ExC. + U, tjul |

with **"2

"U-xr = (3, V-» Kir,i Ei t Rir ^ Va.ru = K irn,i ti t kart- \.

For Simpson (ii) we have £xr as above and
r-x

tirn = Wirn r \ K.irn,ic Ezi, + •+K ar+1, xi +1 5,iin + Kam, xC ♦ x E;.C»;

(1-4-3)

r-i

S IX . • C . . - J. L/ _ . e-

^

lel

■t K \Kirn,ir-i Exr-x r 3i lCxr+i, 1«"-| E.xr-i +- ^Kzr+,j2.r £ir
+ Kz^xrv-1, txrri ^

with VOxrn^ Kirrqi Ei + Rxr+-i

We have used the notation

-- **(*<$ Uu,Xj,
and R2r'R2r+1 re^er to terms involving truncation errors and terms

involving El*. The terms U2r' V2r+1' W2r+1 ^ave ^een isolated since they
contain the starting errors. Now suppose that U2r' V2r+l' W2r+1 var^
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smoothly with r. Then tir varies "smoothly" with r and E1(>,

varies "smoothly" with r, but in general £r may not vary "smoothly" with r.

This argument led Noble to treat Err, tj.ru as arising from different

functions, as follows

Let

Eir = X| UirO + OClrO , ....(1-4-4)
i

tir*i = , (.fcirvO + oCtO , ....(1-4-5)
where (t) and y^(t) are continuously differentiable functions.
Also/Suppose there exist continuously differentiable functions

U (t) , V(t), W(t) such that

XL-tr - XtCfcir} + OC.K") ,

U [tirn + oCh"),

U) lr+i = U)(fca.r*0 i- OtKO.

Now let us consider SIMPSON(i). From (1-4-1) and (1-4-2) we can

write

DC) tfcir"} = ULCtiO t '(£ (S. + XSO +0CO, ...(1-4-6)

t-^i ") = V (.fcz.rt-0 t ) 1- OCk") ^ ^ _ (1-4-7)

where

Si = Xh \ l<zr,z oc, CtO t l< ir, it (tO + • • •+ Kir, ir-r 3^, (.fcir-a.^
+ ''l Kir, ir CXj ltlr")\

- \ * C*ir,fc, X,lfi dt + OCk}
= X Ctlr") + oCvO.

Here we have considered all the terms in S^, except the last, as

arising from an Euler approximation to the integral I (^r^ with
step-size 2h. The discrepancy from the true Euler approximation

is 0(h)• Similarly
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S,. =■ 3 (tir3 + oCvO,

where
\fci.rpcir

TCtxO = \
We find that

Si = X lta.r»D + o(k3,
Su. * T (tic+i} t OCVO.

From (1-4-4) and(1-4-5) it follows that

s s

= +Vi^iV:(an^(sJtj (sit,yCt^yi ttlcifc
• • • (1""4""8)

^i(s) - Uifc, Vjt03*i lOdt + {lz 5L*. * ^ (i,t, ^Lb")} LJiltMt

If we introduce

7.(s">- d cMs3 + (5> ui (S}
Then

z (*>3 = c^ls")+ X d. ^ ^,t, ^Olx, Lt3 cit + X (J ^ (.Sit, ^lfc.3 ") y,(Jb3 dt
= ^(s}*-X J 3v (s, t, tjU3^ z U3dV.

That is, we have uncoupled the equations (1-4-8) , provided the
• "• a ••_ .

constant can be found such that

''i << + a(^ £> * X d,

* 'Ia (i = *(i, (1-4-9)

with

cy(^3- <AtUs"}+ £ V(s}.

Equations (1-4-9) can be written as the eigenvalue problem

Fli^U
, ... (1-4-10)
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with

R - Zl3

l(a Vs

The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are found to be

. dn = L I I I7 ,

t <^i = C1 -13 .

The integral equations satisfied by

xCsO -t- u, (so , z*(sV xtsO- yCsD

are

(1-4-11)

Zi

its") 1 TjU-O + V(s?) ♦- CS^t (s, fc, bO} Zl.CO dt,
Jo. 6 y

(s^> = UUV IKs}- '/& [ h~ (s.t, n

Ja ° ....(1-4-12)
Examination of U„ and V„ , in (1-4-2) shows that U(s)-V(s) is non-2r 2r+l

zero even for small h. Thus with (1-4-4) and (1-4-5) we find that

£n = 'fi ^ ri (XrO + C-OnZx,Cxn^l + 0 ClO.
We see that the dominant part of the error contains a component z, (x )1 n

which satisfies an integral equation (1-4-11) of the desired form, but that

it also contains a spurious oscillating component (-1) z„ (x ) where2 n

z2 satisfies (1-4-12). For certain kernels the behaviour of z^(x)
could be different from z^(x) and instability would result. We
therefore term SIMPSON (i) weakly tins table.

Let us now examine SIMPSON (ii)

The equations analogous to (1-4-8) are

uc, Cs)- "U(s} + Uz ^ (s.fc, y tO) ixibt") dt (s, t, y, It} dt
^,(sV~QjOO ^ (s.t, yltDx^t} dt (1^4'13")
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(We have used the same notation for convenience).

The matrix A is now ft li

'(*

with eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors

The equations analogous to (1-4-11) , (1-4-12) are

"Alts') « lUs} t 1 lots") t C (s, t , ^ )") AlU) dt / (1-4-14)
a

2>z(S~) - "lUs)- tots'). (1-4-15)

Inspection of (1-4-1) and (1-4-3) Shows that for, sufficiently small h,

We find that

tr = '/3 2., CXr) + OCk).

•Now z^tx^)- satisfies (1-4-14) and we see, in contrast to SI-MPSON (i)
that there is no spurious component in the error term which could

cause instability. We conclude that SIMPSON (ii) is numerically stable.

The generalised theory.

Suppose we are using a repeated k-step quadrature formula

as the main rule, with weights w , w , ...,w • The generalisation of
0 1 k

U w » so thatU(S):2r W(S) and hence xn(S)£b y, (s) .
2r 2r+l 1 1

(1-4-3) and (1-4-13) is

x(s")- xt(s) + (s, t, C, oc CO dt, (1-4-16)
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where the vectors x and u contain k elements, and C is a kxk matrix
rw ro

whose first row is

t- 10O , lOl, . . . , }

If the method has a repetition factor 1, then all the rows of C are

the same. If the method has a repetition factor greater than one,

then the remaining rows of C will contain the same elements as

the first row but each element will be shifted in position an

appropriate number of places. Normally, as in SIMPSON(i), the shift

is one place to the right per row.

From (1-4-16) we find that the matrix analogous to A in (1-4-10)

T
is C . (1-4-10) can then be generalised to give

CTPT = PTA

T T
where the columns of P are the eigenvectors P^,...,P^ of C and
the matrix A. is diagonal having as elements the eigenvalues X.i,Ak

T
of C . Premultiplying (1-4-16) by P and denoting

Pot Is") =

Pxtls")- ix
j

we find

ZCs^=yLtCs^ + f (s, t, ylfc"}") A. Ufc') f

which is analogous to (1-4-11) and (1-4-12), and,(1-4-14) and (1-4-15).

Explicitly, we have

+ Ao fS dt (1-4-17)
Jo.

L=\j- • ■jK,.
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K.

Now, since w*Wk. - 1 , the sum of the elements
0;o

T T
in each column of C is unity, and so at least one eigenvalue of C

is unity. At least one equation in (1-4-17) therefore has the same form

as the perturbation equation (1-2-5) , as we should expect.

The stability of the scheme will therefore be governed by the

size of the eigenvalues in the remaining k-1 equations of (1-4-17).

If the repetition factor is equal to 1, we find that all the columns

T T
of C are the same. The k-1 remaining eigenvalues of C are therefore

zero.

Thus (1-4-17) reduces to

Cs,t, ZulO dk,

Now yUl , K depend only on the starting errors and truncatic

errors/ that is they will be small. This in turn makes z - (S) , i=2,...,k,'
i

small. We see that the dominant part of the errors will behave in

the same manner as (S) , and we conclude that methods with

repetition factor one are stable. Note that the Gregory rule will

therefore always produce a stable scheme.

An Example: The midpoint method

The midpoint rule applied in intervals of length 3.h can produce

a scheme with a repetition factor of two as follows:

r->

Yrr = <^bca.O + 2Lh^ K(x ir f CCiC v- l, Yi C l t T— 1 ,2 f ... f
t = o

Yxr*\ r ? KCXun, Xo^o ) t- K (xirt I, OCw Y )
r

+ ^ 1, lu , Vii ) , r=l,2 ,. . . ,
i-o
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We note that this scheme has the advantage of being explicit.

The matrix =

with eigenvalues and eigenvectors

A.= I . oi, -- I \, iV ,

A2.1 -1 . d-z - L \ ~ 1 "1 ,' ^

thus

■zv (s~) = "U-(s~") "U CsO + f S ls»t, ylO") 2»lO dt ,
Jo-

"iUs") - "UtsD -"OCs"^ -C (s, fc ,

Ja
and

tr = li(XrD + C~OrZiC0Cr*) + 0(K^.

A numerical example

We consider the simple equation

yloO » I- J* yLOdt ...(1-4-18)
*50.

with solution =

If we first examine SIMPSON(i), then equation (1-4-12) becomes

Zi(x") - "U.tx'i-'UCx'} t- f z.x.Cfc") dfc.
Jo

with solution

Zl(xV i tx(O>TJCOSLUit d'dt (lUtVUCO) dfc
Jo

r C^Cx"i + { u(o") - UCo l;ViaC
The weak positive exponential factor in z (x) will cause a certain

amount of instability. The degree of instability will depend on whether

starting errors are present.

For the midpoint method we find "ZiCx^ - T(oO t \ HCo") - UCo") ^ -ft/

0 \

1 o
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Here, (x) is growing in completely the opposite way to z^ (x) and
could eventually dominate. Severe instability will result.

Numerical results for equation (1-4-18) were computed using

SIMPSON(i) and SIMPSON(ii). The starting value was computed using

a special starting procedure, which will be discussed in Section 1-5.
3

The error in this starting value is 0(h ). A step-size h=0.1

was taken and the results are displayed in Table 5.

TABLE 5: NUMERICAL INSTABILITY WITH SIMPSON'S RULE

Value of x Error in SIMPSON(i) Error in SIMPSON(ii)

2.0 0.66x10 0.37xl0~5

2.1 -0.35xlO~6 0.34xlO~5

2.2 0.62x10 ^ 0.30xl0~5

2.3 -O.llxlO-5 0.28xl0~5

2.4 0.59x10 ^ 0.25xl0~5

2.5 -0.18x10 0.23x10 ^

2.6 0.58xl0~5 0.20xl0~5

2.7 -0.24xlO~J O.19xlO~5
2.8 0.58x10 ^ 0.17xlO~5

2.9 -0.30x10 0.15xlO~5

3.0 0.58x10 ^ 0.14xlO~5

The i-istability in SIMPSON(i) was not apparent until x=2.0, thus

errors in the two schemes are listed above from x=2.0 to x=3.0. It

is interesting to note that at this stage the moduli of the errors

in SIMPSON(i) are not significantly worse than those of SIMPSON(ii).
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For larger values of x, however, the errors in SIMPSON(i) were found

to increase more rapidly, whilst the errors in SIMPSON (ii)

continued to decrease.

Comments

The arguments used by Noble in his theory are heuristic - for example

there is no rigerous justification for considering and Eir«-i

as being derived from separate functions [equations (1-4-6) and

(1-4-7)]. However, his results agree with previous work, where

the behaviour of the error has been studied by difference methods

for the equation (l-4-18)[see Linz [15]] . Numerical work verifies

the theory too.

Accepting the theory, we obtain the interesting result that the

numerical stability of a scheme is related to its repetition factor.

It is curious that the position of an ancillary quadrature can be

Vitally important.

1-5 Some methods for finding starting values

We noted in Section (1-1) that if the quadrature used in (1-2-1)

is of accuracy O(h^), then we only require the starting values to be

accurate to (0 (hP "S to obtain an overal.1 accuracy in the solution of

O (h^) . If we are using an n-step repeated Newton-Cotes rule we will

require n-1 starting values, and if we are using Gregory quadrature we

will require k-1 starting values.
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Suppose we are using the Gregory rule with k=2. The scheme
5 4

is of accuracy 0(h) if we obtain the starting value Y to o (h ) .

A possible scheme is obtaining is the following:

+ KK (xi, oc0j Yo , [ ytxO- Y.,<0 = oCkO 1

+ Vr b K (x.|i , Xoj Yo ") , [ OCk*-") "]

Y/° c glxO + ''a-h 1 K » 3Co, Yo Y +■ K Coci,x^Y. ^ ; Y(°=
Y"i° = gtx'O + l'i*W 1 K Yo ") + K(x'<i,x»<», Yw*05^ Y>/i°

= oCK^I
Finally we obtain

Yi=^txO \ KCx^XojYo") +■ W K(xa, X-'i, Y"a° ) v K Cxi, oc»,Y/° j

C ^Cxi 3 - Y, ■= O 1.
where x^=xo+h/2 and Y^ is the approximation to yjx^).

If we are using the Gregory rule with k=3 we will need an additional
4

starting value Y^ to an accuracy 0(h ). This value could be
obtained in the following way:

Yxl°= ^CxO + 5LH K txi, x,, Y, (°3> [ uCxO - Ya(o" - oCk*} A

Yj. = <^<-33.3 +• h(3> K Cxi , 3Co j Yo ") -V Lv '< Yi ") + K (Xi, CC.I, Yi.t0 )}
£ V^tXO-Ya. = CoCKH3l

The value ^ could be used as the starting value required by a

repeated Simpson rule, and indeed this value was used in the computation o

the numerical example in Section 1 - 4. The above methods were

adapted from Noble's starting scheme 0.6 3. In a series of papers, Day [ 7

gives some higher order procedures developed in the same way as above.
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The first paper in the series is [7 ], and the reader is referred

to this for more details.

Another method which can be employed under certain

circumstances makes use of a Taylor series expansion. Suppose y(x)

can be expanded in a Taylor series about the point x=a:

ytoO= * (x-o^' (to + • . . -t Cx-or yco(33 —(i-5-i)

where

as oc.

Differentiating the integral equation (1-1-1) with respect to x we

obtain

^(r°bO = ^ £ J" n-i-s Lx, zc, CoO 1doc"
S=o

'3"
i, fn) , ^ . ....(l-5_2)

+ '^ K Ix, t, clt
where

Here we have assumed that g(x) and K(x,t,y(t)) are sufficiently

differentiable. Putting x=a in (1-5-2) we obtain

Jj'-'tO . 3-VO K'» .-(1-5-3)
S=o

(H )
We can therefore obtain the values of y (a), n=l,2,..., in succession

from (1-5-3) and values of y(x) at x=h,2h,... can then be found from
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substitution into (1-5-1) to as many terms as required for a given

accuracy. This method will obviously only be practical if K(x,t,y(t))

and g(x) are known analytically, and then only if the derivatives in

(1-5-3) exist.

Other methods

In the following two sections we discuss two finite difference

methods which are self-starting. These methods provide a simpler

way of determining starting values for the scheme (1-2-1), and, by

using a block-by-block method of section 2, we can obtain starting

values to an arbitrarily high degree of accuracy.
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Section 2: BLOCK-BY-BLOCK METHODS

2-1 Introduction

This method was first suggested by Young [27 ] and has been

extended by' several authors including Linz [15], O'Neill and

Byrne [17] and Campbell and Day [5 ]. Weiss [25] gives a complete

analysis of the method but we shall not follow his theory here.

Instead we present an easier and more natural account of the method.

By choice of suitable quadrature formulae the block-by-block method

enables us to obtain a 'block' of values at each stage of the

process and the method has the advantage of requiring no starting

values.

We first need to develop a set of quadrature formulae. Consider

the interpolating polynomial for F(t) where,

Fto-Fhc.). ♦ (p£>pF(aO- K"*' (*„) F<p*'\o,
where t=x +sh and x <ns<x +sh.

o o v o

Integrating over [xq,x^], where x^=xQ+ih, we obtain

where
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(2-1-1) can be written as

P

\ KOdt - k ^ Ccj fCttjO + ^ \ (^1 fCp'°(t\Ods•x0

where

p

CA = Z ( : ) dt-r (2-1-2)Cco
rsi

For i=p (2-1-2) becomes the closed Newton Cotes rules. We shall

refer to the quadrature (2-1-2) as the interpolatory rule.

2 - 2; The Block Method

In the integral equation (1-1-1) we choose a positive integer p

and write x=x .. (1-1-1) can then be written as:
mp+i

yCtr^c^Ump+O + r * r K.(GCmp+C./"b^a3')dt
•J OCo Xmp

(2-2-1)

where m is a non-negative integer and l<i<p.

The intention is to determine a block of valuesY y as
mp+1 nip+p

approximations in the solution of the integral equation at xmp+-j_ >

...» xmp+p • Suppose we replace the first integral in (2-2-1) by
a convergent quadrature with weightsw. , j=o,...,mp. and the

second integral by the interpolatory rule.

We then obtain

<Y\P

Yrnp-t-i. = ^ K (,3Cic\pf ^
?

+ h. K (Impt i i CCmp t-^ , Ymp ") >

J=°
. . . (2-2-2)

for i=l,...,p and m=o,l,...
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Now if {Y^Yp} /■fYp+1 / • • • »Y2p} '^Ymp-p+l ' * ' ' ,Ymp^ are known'
equation (2-2-2) gives up a system of non-linear equations to determine

the block of values {Y Y }. With m=Q, (2-2-2) gives usmp+1 mp+p

a system of equations to determine {Y ,. . . ,Y } using the interpolatory rule
P

only. If we let £mp+i=y 'Xmp+j_) ~ Ymp+i» anc^ -*-et Rmp+i rePresent
truncation errors due to both quadratures, then we obtain from (2-2-2) :

| €mp -t-1 | £■ h.L 1 \ I \ K.L ^^ \ tmpti | . \ C"C s ci i ^ 1 + I Rrrtp vC |
yo s~o y-*

mp

■n. ]

where

6- m

~ V\UW
^ \ + KuThi fe-ro "V i Rrrij

P r

- mcxx. I Upt o \ , b(. = ^ 1 C-O^ ( s~) ckj I ,
liOtp S = b j = S

WJ = rr.anc 1 I

o 5^ - mp

Thus
on-1

where

« hUWp ^ + KUD fc-ro + Rrn ...(2-2-3)
j=°

Rm - mooc \KfnpvC,\ i b - more
l^o^p l

From (2-2-3) we obtain

rn-1

C-m - htWp ^ 6.j + Rm.
[l-KLOj

provided

kLfc<l ...(2-2-4)
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By Lemma 1, Chapter 1, we obtain convergence of the scheme (2-2-2)

and the order of convergence is that of the least accurate

quadrature in (2-2-2). To solve the system of non-linear equations

in (2-2-2), for each value of m, by iteration^we write

Vox - <i> ( Yrrv
I ~ ...(2-2-5)

where

T

Vjrx = ^ ij ... j Vmpt-p 1
Then by the contraction mapping theorem we see that the sequence

Cr~>ICC/v> * — o

generated from

Ytn'^0 = 4* ( ) ... (2-2-6)
/U 1

with Ym. arbitrary, will converge to Yn^the unique solution of (2-2-5)
\r led

provided that (2-2-4) holds. A convenient choice of Tm. might be
IVr

YjK - ^m
where

= I • • • , ^ (Xmpv pii
Another iterative scheme that could be used is a "Gauss-Seidel"

type, that is

Yrtxp*-x, - ^ (.ttmpfi } + K. ^) U)A K. (0Crr>pf x , }
c- j=°

* K y CCj K (impu | )
yo

P

4 ^ CC^ K (ccmp+ i

T-Oj \j . . .
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where Ymp'0 - Ymp^ for all r.

We would expect, intuitively, that this iterative scheme will

converge faster than the scheme (2-2-6) this may not necessarily be

always true.

2-3 Choice of quadrature

The choice of repeated Newton Cotes quadrature as the main

quadrature in (2-2-2) has been considered by several authors. (See,

for example, Linz [15]). In this case, the scheme becomes

ro-i P

mp-t-t, 3Cr ,

r«o dc°

+ h. CCjj K(3Cnr\pt- i., Xrnp ^ Yrt">p-r^ 0 ,

J°° (2-3-1)

where the c,=c ., j=o,...,p are the weights for the Newton-Cotes rule.
J P3

Another convenient choice for the main quadrature is the Gregory rule,

and this will now be pursued by the present writer.

Now the error incurred by use of the interpolatory rule is

0(h^>+/') and the accuracy of the Gregory rule is 0(h^+^). (See

(1_3_4(i)) and (1-3-4(ii)).) Let us consider the case of p odd,

and apply the Gregory rule in [xq» xmp-^ wiTh k=p-1. The analysis
that follows can be modified in an obvious manner for the case of

b even.
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The scheme (2-2-2) becomes

rop

Yonp-t-i. - (Xnr\pt-L ) + ^^ K (oc^pvC, ocj , YjO
p-i J" 9

+ K \ K (Xr^pvo , Ctj , + k (jtmpi-i j 3Cn\p-^ ^ Ymp.^
j;° ...(2-3-2)

+• K J K (tXlrr>pt-i. , DCrr»p+i , Yrrvp *) }

J-
We now derive an estimate for the error in each block of computed

values.

The equation (2-3-2) involving exact values y(x ,) is
mo+i

mp

C0C.rr,pt I ") = +0 ^ ^ K (oCmp+C, OCr, ^(X.O~)
p-> r-o

+ \ K(Xmp^ + KCOCmpvL, OCmp-j, ^(^trap-p]
J=o p

+ ^ X CCb ^ (-Xmpt-C ,Xtnp>-^ , Lj(.Xrr>p
js«> v

♦ W^Clp-, tCcep-p^Oap") k/P<~°(r^ +f (pi-0 KCP(^. . (2-3-3)
. . J0

where K (^,) is an abbreviation for
ds.

I dpv, U. (xmpti, t, }
At--ri

and in (2-3-3) we have Xo - *\i £ stmp , Xmf t 4 imp + s>k
We write M as an upper bound for this (p+l)-th derivative.

From (2-3-2) and (2-3-3) we have

I €.o\p«- 0 I ^ hi I Ej I t KL I R^P | \ I I + I £nnp-^ I
j- j = o

+ Kt ^ I fmpt-s l.fy^ (.-O^ ( Acj |
S;° jIS

•*• H ( d + I bp-i \ ♦- (mp- p } l ap I ,

»
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d.™« f \nî I^t 0 T"

Now Po= o , so we can write

nv l

C.m i- P\ L p y* ' + h L B C 6-0 •+ 6. m-1 } + h L Ci fe.m
r-o +. h?** Km

where

p;'
b=2. ^p"'r ^°°'+ aia,i+- • • * <ip~i

as in Phillips [20], and

(2-3-4)

(2-3-5)

KfrjsMfd.+ l'bp-ilfr (nip-p+l^(apl") ...(2-3-6)

Now for m=o (2-3-4) simplifies to

...(2-3-7)
e0 i hub to + hp*a Hd

Consider now the difference equation

m-i

C I - *o LD ^) "U- rr, = KLp / i TXr -t- SkLB C"Uo+ "Urn-v"") *■ Pi*3* VCrn
r-o ...(2-3-8)

Replacing m in (2-3-8) by m+1, subtracting from (2-3-8) gives us,

on using (2-3-6)

C I - P> tCO ^"U-nnv i -bLrnUp Hm * Pit6 ("Urn +• £\P Hp 1 Q.pl
...(2-3-9)

This equation has a particular solution "U. given by

U= - kpl"1 H Upl ( L .

The characteristic equation associated with the difference equation

(2-3-9) is

-- Cl-0CO U^-z.") - 8pz- - ©S (z- 0 .
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where G=hL. As h->o we see that the equation q (z) =0 has roots

z=o and z=l. For h=j=o, we see that

cj.0V - Dp < o
and

<^ct-KSO - Ci- 9d3> ©t 0 * ©TO - ©p Ci +
= Cl+ ©O C © t - Gp - ©abt - SB") + &&.

Now c 1t ©t ^3 > © , if l« pi- e> / C.i-©c>") and we note that t
is positive from (2-2-4).

If we now restrict h further, so that ©c>= pLD < l6_ say, then

p+S^tz. 3vC.pi- . There exists a zero zq of q(z) such that
Zo< 1+ 3.hLCp<-&3> and thus

Zo"1 4- ^a^huCpt 8^

From (2-3-7) we note that

©o - hp*a Hd =Uo ....(2-3-10)
\- KUCi

A family of solutions of (2-3-8) is given by

"Urn = Cz0m - HP" H(<xpl|u (2-3-11)

Now if we compare the values of u^ in (2-3-10)and (2-3-11) we see

that we need to choose

C= hp+1 Hkplju t hpra H8 [ I-hub.

By induction i.mS'u.m for all m>o and thus we obtain the error bound

* hp" Hlapl e<2>mV,UCprG,:5-l J + hp^ Kd SLlmhLCP»6i (2-3-12)
u l-huo
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This error bound can only really be regarded as being of qualitative

interest, because of the difficulty in evaluation M and L in practise.

In general we will only be able to obtain a posteriori estimates

of these quantities.

The two values of p which will probably be required in practise

5 7
most often are p=3 and p=5, (Giving schemes 0 (h ) and 0(h ) and in

order to use the scheme (2-3-2) we will require the j) values of A_.^
and the p(p+l) values of d to give us the weights c. . . We list

ID ID

values of d., in Table 6.
ID

TABLE 6 VALUES OF dij, l<i<5, o<j<5

1 1/2 -1/12 1/24 -19/720 3/60

2 2 1/3 0 -1/90 1/90

3 9/2 9/4 3/8 -3/80 3/160

4 8 20/8 8/3 14/45 0

5 25/2 175/12 75/8 425/144 95/288

d. . is found in the ith row and (j+1)th column of the array.

The weights may then be found by using (2-1-2)
„ 1

The coefficients A p , o<j<p-l are given below.

A_,2 = 5/8, 1/6, -1/24

A^4 = -193/288, 77/240, -7/30, 73/720, -3/160
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Finally to. use the error bound (2-3-11) we require the following

coefficients.

p=3 : |a3| = 19/720, B = 5/6, d = 49/720, D = 3
p=5 : [a I = 863/60480, B = 121/90, d = 2459/60480, D = 5

Noting that is the sum of the moduli of the weights in each

interpolatory rule l^i^p, we have D^^i, so that D>p.
If L is large, h may need to be chosen small in order to satisfy (2-2-4).

Numerical Example

We took the equation ^Cx"i = Ot-Scnoc, + 2. \ dfc
-io

with solution cjtoO - ei"30 and found numerical solutions in [0,1]
by the block method studied in this section. With p=5 and L=2 sin-1,

we took h=0.05. Thus (2-2-4) was satisfied and we could also apply

the error bound (2-3-11) [Note hLD<^ with our choice of h]. We

found we could take M=16.

Some numerical results are shown in TABLE 7.

TABLE 7: SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS.. FOR THE BLOCK METHOD

Range of values of x
in each block

Maximum modulus of

error in block

Value of theoretical
error bound

0.05 - 0.25

0.30 - 0.50

0.55 - 0.75

0.80 - l.OO

0.14 x 10-8

0.14 x lo"8

0.11 x 10~8

0.17 x 10"8

— 8
0.88 x 10

O

0.66 x 10

-7
0.23 x lO

-7
0.72 x 10
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We performed the standard iteration (2-2-6) until the maximum

modulus of the difference between successive iterates was less than

(0.05)^. For the first block five iterations were needed, for

the rest of the blocks six iterations were needed. We can

compare the results in Table 7 with those in Table 4, where the

Gregory rule was used in a straightforward manner.

2-4 A Modified Method

A disadvantage of all the block methods considered so far

can be that values of the kernel are required outside the region

a<t<x<b. Nov; if the kernel is not defined when t>x or if it is badly

behaved in this region, we are in difficulties. If we are faced

with such a kernel we can avoid this difficulty by using a different

approximation to the second integral in (2-2-1). Let us approximate

to the integral by a Newton-Cotes rule with step-size ih/p, l<i<p-l.

That is

rvXmpt-i -p

^ ~ rupr ) uUY)dt = ih. \ K-Cxmp + i, Xrop+chs , u(.acmp + itp "J ds
P Jo P ° PP

p

- iK J Cr , 0Crr,p + irH , u(amp + trh.
p p d pp

r-o

. . . (2-4-1)

We do not know, or require, values of y(x +irh/p) , r=l,...,p-l.
mp

However, these values can be found by Lagrangian enterpolation on

y(x )/ y(x y(x ). (The error incurred from this is
mp mp+1 mp+p

0(h^+ ) • From (2-4-1) we see that values of the kernel are no

longer required outside a^t<x<b and the difficulty is avoided. This

provided that values of the kernel are known at the intermediate

mesh points x=x +irh/p r=i,...,p-l.
mp ■'
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Example 1. Suppose we are using a repeated Simpson's rule as the main

quadrature. Then the above approximation to the integral in ^x2m'x2m+l^'
using Lagrangian interpolation* on the unknown ' Y;i-el<^s t^e exPressi

for Yo '*2m+l
m-i

Vimvi - ^CtC im 4-1 hfel(^im+1, ^C-Lr, Vir t If K (.X imt 11 ^ xr j- \; ♦" * ^
+ K (DCimn, Xu Yirn ") ] ♦ Mfa \ K (.Zitn+I, DCim , Vim }

^ (jtimn, Ximn/j , xfim V Virr\v-\ ~ + K CXx.<r>* >, DCuy»«>, J

1(

Example 2. Suppose we are using Gregory quadrature as the main rule with

p=3. We then approximate to the integral in (X2m'x3m+i^ ^y the three-
eighths rule at the point x^, x3m+i/3,x3m+2i/3 ' x3m+i- Values of Y
at these intermediate mesh points are then found from cubic Lagrangian

interpolation on Y ,.. . , Y_
3m 3m+3

Example 3. So far we have only considered using quadratures which make

use of equally spaced points. Lobatto four-point quadrature can be

used 'in Cx , x 3 with p=4, and a modified scheme can be obtained
mp mp+r

in an analogous way to the above. A repeated five-point Newton-Cotes

rule can be used as the main rule, or a Gregory rule with k=4, to

7
giveean accuracy of o(h ), which is the same order of accuracy as

the Lobatto rule.

The following approximation to the integral in [x^fX^ +. 3 is taken
from Campbell and Day [ 5 3.

■Y V— \
mrt. ^—1

urn*1
A''*

+■ S K C^Ctvm-*c 1 -^nrn+ ^ + S t ^ u, *■ s ^

+ K
, Xi^rn-r^^ » , O)
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where T=^5 -<S"S ^ h , 5 =^^ h,.
10 IO

The unknown y (x. . ) , y(x. , . , ) , j=0., 1,2 can be obtained from4m+j+r 4m+]+s

Lagrangian interpolation or y(X4m+-) >
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Section 3: RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS

3-1 Introduction

Let us recall the Runge-Kutta method for the initial value problem

« 1" (sc., y Lx }")

It consists of replacing the result of truncating'a Taylor series

expansion for YCxn) »

-V -h-Cj'tan-.} + t ■ ■ .
r ...(3-1-2)

by an approximation to y(x^)
1 + Ko + • ■ • + dp Kp ,

where
Ko r hF (Xo-i,

Ki = h F f Xn-i + pL\ h , ^n-i 1-1o Ko ^
...(3-1-3)

Kp = WF (ccn-i -t yUnh, 'jn-i + 3.po Ko + • • •+ 3.p,p-i Kp-i.

We determine the parameters <a , pa , so that when yn ^ is
replaced by y(x , ) and expanded in a Taylor series about (x . . y (x ,))n-1 n-1 n-1

in powers of h, the coefficients of a certain number of the leading

terms agree with those in (3-1-2). [The values of the derivatives in

(3-1-2) are expressed in terms of derivatives of F(x,v) at (x , , y(x ,))n-1 n-1

on using (3-1-1)]. With these values of the parameters (3-1-3) then

yields an aporoximation y to y(x ) .
n n

gtxoVyo .
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For example, the case p=l can lead to the scheme

where Ko = hF(jn-

Kt =■ hF (,Xr>; <jn-i + KO
3

and the scheme is 0(h ).

n=0,1,. .

Now, returning to the integral equation

y (tO r <- TX Ktx, t, dt y
a

we find that we cannot apply a Runge-Kutta method in such a straight¬

forward manner. However, it is possible to apply an analogous method

although its application is not so easy. The analysis presented

in the next section is due to Bel'tyukov [ 3], other Runge-Kutta

methods (e.g. Pouzet [22]) have been proposed, but Bel'tyukov's is

simpler and computationally more efficient.

3-2 The Runge-Kutta Method

We write the integral equation in the form

,n-i (.txO + Yn (.tO t (3-2-1)

say, where

a

(3-2-2)

(3-2-3)

(3-2-3) is now written as

VnlxV- ?X K* (x.t, dt (3-2-4)
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where

k*lx,t, YnlOY = KCx.t, YnlO + jLCn.i LO") (3-2-5)

We set xn=XQ+nh , with XQ=a , (as before), and suppose that approximations
y, ,.. . ,y i toy(x,) , ...,y(x -, ) are known. The idea now is to
1 n-1 1 ■z n-1

use a Runge-Kutta. process on (3-2-4) to determine an approximation

to Yr> • Then Yn , the approximation toy(x^) , is to be found from
(3-2-1). (We note that/tn-1(x^) could be determined by means of
quadrature). We now show how*ya (x) is to be determined. First,

consider a Taylor series expansion for ^(x^) s

Yn(xrO-- Yn Cxn-i") +KYn(xnO + Yn" lxnO +••• (3-2-6)
2.1

We can obtain expressions for the derivatives in (3-2-6) from

differentiating (3-2-4) with respect to x, and setting x=x^ ^. We note
that all terms under the integral sign will then disappear. Writing

K*=K*(x,t,z), we have,

Yn (Xn-O=0

Yn' (aomD= K*

Yn" (xn-iY " d** t K* t

Yi (Xr\-0 = 3 Kxx + 3 Kxt + ktfc + 3 Kiz. + + k* Kza

AKjc Kzf + k * Ka* +
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In (3-2-7), all the partial derivatives of K*(x,t,z) are evaluated at

(x _ , x , , Y (x ,)) • That is (x , x , 0) • Now consider ann-i n-1 n n-1 n-1 n-1

approximation y to Y (x ) of the form
n n n

«

Yn. - ^ KS ,

5" ...(3-2-8)

where

Ki = h K* (an-i + d\ h , CCri-> +• (3t h, O

Kr : hK* ( OCn-i + da.h, CEn-i + (5ih, Til V<i}

Kr - h l<* (ln-1 + Ctri-i + (bf h , Sn Ki t • ■ • 2(fr Kr->

The parameters cU , fie, Zij are to be chosen so that the terms in a

Taylor series expansion of (3-2-8) coincide with the terms in (3-2-6),

using (3-2-7) to the largest possible power of h, for a given value of r.

Expanding we obtain

K, = + dih Kx + ''z \ dvxha Kx* + ^ /&,(*, Wx Kxt*
h

+ Kt* } + oCh^D,

where again the partial derivatives are evaluated at (x ,x_ ,0) .n-l ri l

Similarly expanding , K , we obtain for (3-2-8)

r
f T,

Ya = h ^ firs + h* Kx* ^ firs + h1 ^ (3s Pesh

r> .«
- K* ^ Rrs 2 + OCK.1^.

S-a. "Oil
... (3-2-9)

Using (3-2-7), (3-2-6) becomes

Y«l*n"J = hK* + h* \ + Kt* +K\ i..(3-2-10)
3L'-
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We are now in a position to match coefficients of h in (3-2-9) and

(3-2-10) for specific values of r.

Case 1 : r=l

Here we obtain from (3-2-9)
«v/

Ya - hK* fl,, j, K1 Kx An + Yi (Si flu oO5^.

Comparing coefficients with (3-2-10) we obtain Ru=i.
2

The terms in h cannot be matched completely, but we can make the

discrepancy as small as possible by choosing di = l, '/a.

We therefore obtain

VVv- = hk* (aco, :c<\-i -* Va.h, o^)

1 Hk (;Xn, lo-i + Vih, yUn-t (lri-i * W

Thus

yn = JUn-ilXrO + hK ( Xn, Xn-i+-yULn-1 (xn-i «-Vi K ^ Y 0 = 1,1,...

2
is a Runge-Kutta approximation to y(xn^ of order h .

Case 2 : r=2

Here

Yn. = h k* ( Rn + -t K1 Kx1 (oli A2.1 + da. Ai^O + ((31 An + jliRn)

+ Vl kz. RiiiYii +

2
We can match all the terms in h with (3-2-10) to give

An + An. - 1 ,

di An •+ diRai-T)
'■(il fill -t (3l

1Aii (Kn = T.

That is, we have four equations in five unknowns. If we regard the

first three equations as a linear system in A^ and Aobtain
the consistency condition

(l^.-Ocdi-T) = (a(3,-il(di-i9.
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Provided this condition is satisfied, the parameters can be

3
chosen arbitrarily. We desire to make the terms in h in (3-2-9)

and (3-2-10) match as closely as possible. It can be verified

(see Bel'tyukov) that the choice

di=oCi=-l, (iis-0 t (J*. = ?fai =a/3. flu = v(iv

makes six of these terms match. With this choice we obtain

/Urw CcCrO t l/u Ki + tv Ki , n = I, Xj . . .

with

Hi = hK Ca:n, ln-i, yn ">
Kr = hK ( Xfi, Xn-I t , ju<\-\ I Xn-i t ^hh") + Hi l<»

Case 3 : r=3

In a similar way we can match terms up to and including the terms

3 4
in h to give us a method which is o '.h ) • We obtain thirteen equations

in twelve unknowns that are consistent.

One set of values of the parameters gives us the scheme

tjo = yUn-i C ^Ka. +- K 3 ^ \,X, ...
where

hK ( Xn-i + Vi| J j Xn-I, yn-l

Kr = hK ( :Xr\-i DCn-i 4- J(jh, yU(Xn-i+ + ^5 Ki
Ki = H\< (Xt\, Xn-i , y°~; + *)

Now in all three cases we require the value of ^Un-i ("ocr\^. Also for
r=l, we require ("Xn-i +• v/a.VO and for r=2 and r=3 we require fx (Xn-i +•

Now these values are unknown, but by using (3-2-2), and the formerly

calculated values y ,...,y , approximations to these values could be
1 n-i

obtained by a quadrature method to the required accuracy.
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3-3 Discussion

Clearly, the need to evaluate the quantities yxn-t CxrO , Cxn-> + ''ih}
and jUUn (xn.i'^Jk)is a drawback. Coupled with the need to evaluate
many kernel values for the computation of K^,K^ /••• it is doubtful
whether there is any advantage in this approach over the straightforward

quadrature methods discussed in Section 1. Although we have

4
considered only Runge-Kutta methods up to 0 (h ) in accuracy,

higher order methods are clearly possible, although they would be far

more complex. The errors in the schemes could be determined, but

these would contain many values of the various derivatives of

K(x,t,z) and would be of little use in practise.

The best application of Runge-Kutta methods is probably in

finding starting values for a quadrature method. For example the

O(h^) method could produce a starting value as follows

Yi-o("Xv~) + Hi t 3Ki !

H- T
with

Ki = hK ( x,, x0| cjlxoY \
ka. = hK (ii, xo t MiK, ^ Ixo t 2fi vO t k. \ 3-

This could be used as the starting value required by Simpson's rule, used

in composite form.

4
Similarly, the 0 (h ) method would give

( 3.K.J.KO ,

with

Ki - hK {_jCo +■ Ms > xo, ,

Hi: hK (oti, tto * h, ^ 'jlo* VO

Hi = H K ( cCv, Xo i + ti-lc, ^>.
This could be used as the starting value required by the Gregory rule

with k=2.
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Section 4: THE FINITE RANK METHOD

4-1 Introduction

This method differs from the methods considered so far in this

chapter in that is is applicable only to linear Volterra equations

of the second kind. The theory associated with the method has been

studied in depth by Anselone and Gonzalez-Fernandez [1] and has been

applied to both Volterra and Fredholm equations of the second

kind by Espinosa-Maldonado and Byrne [ 8 ]. The theory was developed

principally for Fredholm equations, but it is equally applicable to

Volterra equations. As we shall see, the method possesses the

advantage that it provides a global approximation to the solution

of the equation, as distinct from the finite difference methods

considered so far.

4-2 Development of the method

The linear Volterra equation of the second kind, with a continuous

kernel K^(x,t)j

(4-2-1)

can be written as the Fredholm equation

. . . (4-2-2)

where K(tf|fc") ■ fkvtx, t} Q-^tx ,

O O. i X < t0.*: X < t £ t>.

(4-2-3)
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The Fredholm equation (4-2-2) is said to possess a mildly-

discontinuous kernel K(x,t). (K(x,t) may be discontinuous when

x—t). The method will now be applied to (4-2-2) and the results

will be eventually put in terms of the Volterra kernel by means

of (4-2-3). The method is more easily developed if we rewrite

(4-2-2) in operator notation.

If we let K denote the integral operator.

(k0(:0-\ ktxjOHOdtJq.

then K possesses a mildly discontinuous kernel K(x,t).

The equation (4-2-2) can be rewritten as

CT-KO ^ ^ '
(4-2-4)

where I is the identity operator.

We now suppose it is possible to rewrite (4-2-4) in the form

Cx-KL - u,,
(4-2-5)

where L is an integral operator with kernel L(x,t). Now replace K

in (4-2-5) by , say, where is the finite dimensional operator

( KN f } Cx"} = k^ ^(.3O3;0
u.=o

where x =x +kh, and x =a,x =b; h=b-a/N.k o o N

In other words, we are approximately to the integral in (4-2-5) by a

quadrature with weights wN k=o,...,N. We now have the equation

Cx-KN =xc.
(4-2-6)

Notice now that KL in (4-2-5) is an:.integral operator with kernel

pi?
KL (CX)O = I KCxjS^) U dS, (4-2-7)
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but that KNLin (4-2-6) is an integral operator with kernel

kn l iscjfc")-- / conk ktx.xo
(4-2-8)

.N

We see that (4-2-5) is an integral equation possessing a kernel of finite

rank N, and standard methods exist for solving such an equation.

(See Tricomi [23]). But before we continue in this vein we must

examine whether it is possible to write (4-2-4) in the form (4-2-5) .

Suppose (I+K) exists. Then we can write (4-2-4) as

Cx- Cl'v
,

which is in the form (4-2-5) with L=K, U=(I+K)g. Now (I+K)

exists if and only if the eigenvalue problem

l<3t= loc

does not have a solution A--1. However, for the Volterra kernel

there is no eigenvalue problem and so the existence of (I+K) is

established. Returning now to (4-2-6) we can write (4-2-6) explicitly as

n

Cb T1
\ ^ conk K(."X,3:0 LCxk,"0 it - utx}

K.=o

(4-2-9)

Let

dt
oa

pXK
= \ Kv (.XKqO dt } K = IJ. - - J H

with the above choice of L. So (4-2-9) becomes

lonk K(.X,X0^K = u.(tO.

Now multiply this equation by L (x ,x) , i=l,...,N and integrate

with respect to x from a tt b to obtain
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(4-2-10)^0 ~ ^ Ri-K = Bo i= lj • • -jM,
K.= l

where

Rck- b ionk \ RtajXiO LlxcpO dx.
•Ja

Kv tx,xO Kv (Xo.x^ dac ,

i,K=lj...,N, ...(4-2-11)

and n 1>
g^ = UCauhcO-utcOds.

oo-

kv txc, oO uCoO dx ,I
o-

x:

ac«
t= i, • ■■)uJ

. (4-2-12)

•u(.oO = c^txb + CX \<v (.Xjt ^U- ") dt.Oa
where TxtoO = a <xb + V \<v C.X ,t ^ Q It} dt. ...(4-2-13)

Now (4-2-10) is a system of N equations in the N unknowns r-h •■ jN,

If we solve these equations for the §L, we can obtain yN(x) from
(4-2-9). That is

M

<^UO = ky tx,t + K.V COM,* Ky Cx,Xtc~} ■
Jo- ...(4-2-14)

We notice that (4-2-14) gives us a global approximation to y(x),

if the integral

\ kv ^tcj <Ja.
> fc~i q It") dt

'ol

can be evaluated analytically.

Anselone and Gonzalez-Fernandez have examined convergence properties of

the operators K and K and the convergence ofy (x) to y(x). TheU N
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most important results are contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Anselone and Gonzalez-Fernandez )

Let X be the space of functions ^ which are proper Riemann integrable on

[a,b]with norm

Then if the quadrature used in (4-2-14) is convergent andw , -^0, k=o,...,N,
Nk

we have

as N ^

with the error bound

6 ii c x - kn t \1 • $ h km l - kl W -u^h
I ~ U (X- Kr^U V' U ' 11 KnL~RUU

4-3 Discussion

The method described will produce uniformly convergent solutions

to the integral equation provided the conditions in the theorem are

satisfied. The only restrictive condition is that all the weights in

the quadrature must be positive. This prevents us from using high

order Newton-Cotes rules, however, normally, Simpson's rule or the

three-eighth's rule is adequate.

The setting up of the system cf equations (4-2-10) requires

considerable computation. We need first to evaluate u(x) and then

B. , i=l,...,N and A , i,k=l,...,N. In general these quantities will1 1 Jc

not be available analytically and approximations will need to be found

by quadrature. It would seem desirable to use a quadrature with the

same order of accuracy as the quadrature used in (4-2-8). The method

possesses the advantages over the multistep methods of Section 1

in that it requires no starting values and that if (4-2-13) is available

exactly, a global approximation is obtained for y(x).
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SECTION 5: EXPANSION METHODS

5-1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to give a brief introduction to

the application of expansion methods to the Volterra equation of the

second kind. These methods have not been widely applied to the

Volterra equation, but there appears to be no reason for this.

We attempt to solve

by means of an approximate representation of the form

n

- YltO - ^ QLj IVj (xX (5-1-2)
where the ^j=o,...,n are suitably chosen functions and the

a.,j=l,...,n are to be determined. The method is particularly applicable

when we have some prior knowledge of the behaviour of y(x). For

example, we may know that y(x) is even, or odd. Substitution of

(5-1-2) into (5-1-1) gives us the residual R(x) where

P
\ KtXjt, YIO") dt . ....(5-1-3)
°o-

There are two methods of approach now. We can either minimise the

residual in someway to obtain values of , j=l,...,n, or we can minimise

the error e(x), where

uCxVYbO
, (5-1-4)

and obtain values of a^, j=l,...,n.
From (5-1-3) and (5-1-4) we obtain

^ dt T ^ KU.t, YWO dty
114.U <- liRll r UWMU.ll

Jcs.

which yieldr

where" Us.ll- step \ 1
ail'-
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If L(."b-cO<i we have

IU.U-4 URV1 I CI- L (.b -cO ") .

... (5-1-5)

If Y(x) is derived from some residual minimising technique we will

be able to evaluate R(x) from (5-1-3) (or, at least, calculate R(x)

at a discrete number of points). An error bound can then be obtained

from (5-1-5). We now examine briefly some methods of minimising R(x) and

e (x) .
«

*
/

5-2 Residual minimising techniques

(i) Collocation

Here we simply set R(x)=o at certain points x. , i=l,...,n. These

points are called collocation points. We obtain the non-linear

system of equations
n

o.^ ^ + r KCcck, tj
Ja y i

2CK

; U3 •) dfc ,

If the integral equation is linear, we obtain the linear system

n

\ %<.xO- C Ki-XK.t , -K=(r • -jO.

(ii) Least squares

Here we minimise X= ^ RHoO dec . This has the advantage that R(x)
is minimised in a particular way over the whole region of interest [a,b].

The coefficients a^ r=l,...,n are then found by setting ^ <■ -O,
and solving the resulting system of equations. For the linear Volterra

equation we obtain the following linear system:

b

\-\ «CIL ^
.r Kl:0 rCx} ...(5-2-1)

~k-ij • • • jti,
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where

Cx~) - iVj fcO ~ [ KCxjt } U~) dt.* °

Jo-

Normally we will need to approximate to the integrals in (5-2-1) by

quadrature. For the non-linear equation we obtain a system of non¬

linear equations which will need to be solved by some iteration method.

(iii) Galerkin's method

Here we let

X= { dCx"} ljpf (.xO dx T-ij• • •jOi
da —

where the <^r(xD are suitably chosen functions, and then set each
1=0. For the linear Volterra equation we obtain the system

^ aA ^ I L3-~)~§ ■ (.tO dacl " T T^kIx") alx") dt,d«x ~ J Ja ~ °

...(5-2-2)

If the are orthogonal polynomials with respect to a weight

function w(x), that is they satisfy

^ u>(j0i\>ri:0 ivj txb dx = o ,

then it is convenient to choose 3^ lx~) =• 4>r toCx") .

(iv) Chebyshev approximation

Here we attempt to find

mm max lR.bO(.
o-r

In practise this problem is replaced by

rxiua mane. IRCXtOl

ar i.
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for some choice of x^ , i=o,...,m, lying in [a,b] and where m>>n. This
is a discrete non-linear minimax problem for the a , r=l,...,n.

r

Algorithms have been developed by Osborne and Watson [18 3

and the linear problem is discussed by Barrodale and Young in C 2 3.

5-3 Error minimising techniques

This is a relatively new technique, due to Watson [24 ].

The error (5-1-4) satisfies

+ + J K(x,k , Yit At + J *K(d\ YlO\dt
if we retain only first order terms in e(t). We therefore have

£lx") = p CxY 4- rlx, t, X It ~) 3 dt,
do. dr (5-3-1)

where

= cjbO^YbO *■ ^
If we discretize (5-3-1) on the equispaced points x > i=l,...» m

i

(m>>n) with x^=a+ih; xm=b , and approximate to the integral in

(5-3-1) by quadrature, we obtain

i

£«: « ptxo ■* k ^ (Ocj ,i= on,
(5-3-2)

where, for any convergent quadrature,

•&A. Hi - tltU "Y.
1 -> CO

C UCCiwA b
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This follows since (5-3-1) is a Volterra equation of the second kind

in e(x). Then (5-3-2) gives us the system of equations

e=k-,c. (5-3-3)
o- «"V

where

~ ^ a,>' " ' > an V>

and K is an mxn matrix. We have assumed that K ^ exists. In (5-3-3)

the matrix K and the vector pdepend non-linearly on a. Osborne

and Watson now continue by solving the non-linear discrete

minimax problem

mm mocc \£( teni¬
ae v <= x; e m

-1
However,. if the integral equation is linear, then K is independent of

, r=l,. . . ,n, and we could also minimise h,i-" V ■ m in a

discrete least-squares sense. That is, we find

m

min. \
ar f-s (5-3-4)

dr<

and obtain a system of linear equations for the a , r=l,...,n

5-4 Discussion

We have briefly examined several ways of obtaining an

approximate solution to the integral equation using a series expansion.

For the non-linear Volterra equation, the methods reduce to a system

of non-linear equations in the unknown coefficients; in most cases.

The solution of this problem has not been discussed here, and,

depending on the form of the kernel, it may be difficult to find.. The

methods are clearly more easily applied to the linear equation.
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The error minimisation techniques possess the advantage that they

enable us to obtain actual values for the error at a discrete

number of points [using 5-3-3]; however they require more computation

in setting up the system of equations, [in the case of (5-3-4)]. We shall

return to the least-squares problem (5-3-4) in Chapter 3 for the equation

of the first kind.
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CHAPTER 3

THE VOLTERRA EQUATION OF THE FIRST KIND

Section 1: INTRODUCTION

1-1 The Volterra equation of the first kind

In this chapter we consider the linear, non-singular Volterra

equation of the first kind

Conditions for this equation to have a unique and continuous

solution were given in Chapter 1, and these conditions are assumed

to hold. In Chapter 1 we saw that (1-1-1) could be converted into

an equation of the second kind by differentiation; that is

Now, we could find numerical solutions of (1-1-1) by applying the

methods of Chapter 2 to (1-1-2). However, it is desirable to have

direct methods for solving (1-1-1) especially if K(x,t) or g(x)

are given only in tabulated form. It is known that numerical

differentiation can be a sensitive process.

CtS.ocjt"b. (1-1-1)

...(1-1-2)
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1-2 Some problems

Equations of the first kind have always been viewed with

caution. They are usually suspected of being ill-conditioned or

ill-posed. By ill-conditioning we mean that a small perturbation

in g(x) (for example, from experimental data) can produce a large

perturbation in the solution y(x). By being ill-posed we mean

that even though a solution y(x) exists, (in (1-1-1)) and is

unique, it may not depend continuously on the data g(x). Equation

(1-1-2) informs us that y (x) depends continuously on gMx) . A

simple example demonstrates that the Volterra equation can be ill-

posed. Consider

If we perturb g(x) to form g(x) + e(x), then the perturbed

equation

' has no- solution unless e(0) = 0, and, in view of (1-1-2), unless

(1> . . .

e (x) exists.

This suggests that any numerical procedure for solving (1-1-1)

must be examined carefully, as the introduction of discretization

errors could have a large effect on the solution.

Difficulties are soon apparent when Fredholm equations of the

first kind are solved by standard numerical methods. For example an

obvious method of solving

is to replace the integral by a quadrature with weights w .,i=o/---fN

P

a

Ni
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and solve the resulting system of equations. That is

N

KCXj.OU') Yi, ( ^ = Oj . . ., M ,
C=o

where x^ = a + jh, in the usual way.
In general the solutions are found to oscillate wildly

about the true solution y(x ) and the numerical results are worth-
i

less. This result led to more complicated smoothing techniques

(see Phillips [l^ ) . We might therefore be justified in being

cautious in attempting to solve (1-1-1) by a quadrature method.

In sections 2 and 3 quadrature methods are investigated.
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Section 2 MULTISTEP METHODS I: AN EXAMINATION OF SOME SIMPLE RULES

2-1;.Convergence and stability considerations

Consider the grid of equally spaced points x^=XQ+ih with

xQ=a, xN=k* we write x=xn (n^N) in (1-1-1) and replace the
integral by a quadrature with weight w . (i=o,...,n) we obtain

n,i

n

WnC HCocn.XtOYo = glXrO i
...(2-1-1)

where Y, is the numerical approximation to y(x ). This can be
i i

interpreted as a scheme for Y ,

n-f

Yn = gCXn} - N loni, l<.(Xn,X«; , ....(2-1-2)
V\ u>oo \<(Xn,XrO {?Q KtXn.XrO

If Y , i=o,...,n-l are known and w fo. From (2—1—2) we see that we
l nn 1

cannot obtain a general convergence result as we did in Chapter 2 for

the equation of the second kind. This problem is discussed in Section 3,

The concept of numerical stability introduced in Chapter 2 can be

carried over to this chapter. If we perturb g(x) to g(x)+Sg(x),

this produces a perturbation 6y (x) in y(x) which satisfies

- C K(.x,0 <S(^LO .
Ots.

We thus have the following definition.

Definition 1 A multistep method is numerically stable if the leading

term e (x) in an asymptotic expansion of the error due to discretization

satisfies an equation of the form

.»**
V\bc^ = \ W.Lx.fc) tit") dt.



In other words, e(x) grows in essentially the same way as the

solution y(x). As before, this definition does not imply that the

errors will always be small, since the equation (.1-1—1) may be ill-

conditioned .

Another, more intuitive , concept of stability has been suggested by

Noble [ 16]. Again, consider the equation

r M (t ~) dt - q(x"}
0 J (2-1-3)

with solution y(x)=g'(x). Clearly a suitable multistep method

is one which produces approximations Y ,h) which satisfy

fr-m, h ") =
h-.o °

( i, fiXtd }

In the following sections we shall find it instructive to examine

whether a given scheme has this property. Indeed we shall find it

easier to examine this property than to determine whether a scheme

is stable in the sense of definition 1.

2-2: The Euler and midpoint schemes

If we approximate to the integral in each interval [jc 'xj_+]_ 3 by the
rectangular rule we obtain the Euler scheme

n-i

K ^ KCxn, X: )Y<; = (in
L-Q

which we may express as

n-l

Yn-i - - \ K(Xn,xO Yi , H-l,!,---
KKlro.Xn-O K.lxn,Xn-0

Similarly, by approximating to the integral over ] ^y its midpoint

value h X(x ,x. ,, ,Y. , ) we find the midpoint scheme
n x+% x+h

<1-2.

Yn-'/z -- - \ K(Xn,2CCv'O Y<>Va. 0=t,V
hlUxn.Xn-'/O I"* K'(:Cn' ^T'/O

I'O
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Here denotes the value x^+h/2.
Let us now apply the above methods to

f>X.

\ qt-Odt = QfcO
J0 J 3 ... (2-2-1)

to obtain an intuitive idea of the stability of the scheme.

For the Euler scheme, if we subtract the expressions for Y and Y
n n-1

we obtain

Yfl " "3 (xrO /h

- q' CxO + oCO
0 (2-2-2)

In the same way we obtain the following for the midpoint method.

Yum = ^IcCntO -^(.*<0 / h
= (xnti/a. t oCh1^.

From these results we would expect, intuitively, that the Euler and

midpoint methods produce converging, stable results for the general

Volterra equation, and that the order of convergence is respectively

one and two .Linz [15! confirms these results by rigorous proofs. The

results are summarised in the following theorem:

Theorem 1 The Euler and midpoint methods are convergent of orders 1

and 2 respectively and the errors 6n=y(x )-Y , n=o,l,... satisfy
n n

En = htCxn'i + oCh^O [Euler method]

Env«[x = h"*" {.(inti(a.t o [midpoint method]

where e(x) satisfies a Volterra equation of the form

C.(cO - - ^ dt + -tCx])K(at,3C "5

We conclude that both methods are numerically stable.
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2-3: The trapezoidal method:

Approximating to the integral in by the trapezoidal rule,

we obtain

n-i

gtaO-h K(.Xn, Xi Yc + k Cxo.XCf OYifr. },
i-o

We notice that in order to produce a scheme for Y , i=l,2,... we

require a starting value Y . Applying the method to equation

(2-2-2) we find

O - ^Cxrvl = Wa (Yn + YntO.
This difference equation has solution

n

Yon - "X. + k ^ t-O* ^(inu-i ") + Yo
h h. Z-0

L='
... (2—3—1)

Clearly the right-hand side cannot be interpreted as a suitable

approximation to g'(x ). We thus except the method to possess
n+1

undesired stability properties. This result has been confirmed by

Kobayasi-. [13]. Both Linz [15] and Kobayasi establish convergence of the

scheme,- and the results are summarised in the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (a) The trapezoidal method is convergent of order 2

(b) Suppose that R(x,t) is differentiable in both its arguments

and that y(x) is differentiable. Now let e(x) be the solution of the

Volterra equation

\ dt - ,
a.

and let d(x) be the solution of the initial value problem

KCx,x") d'CxY + bK (.X,Ot d(x]=0 , d(oY=<So,
it
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where bo - - Ji^aS) 5

tQ- elO <y=l
Eo c^=l

Then if the starting error Eo in the trapezoidal method is OCh*'"),

the error En satisfies

U = eXsrO t C-1 -)n W <1 IxrO * o (hrv

where r is the minimum value of (2,q).

We see that the asymptotic error expansion contains a term which

oscillates with the value of n. For a particular kernel this term-

could dominate the term in e(x ), and we deduce the scheme is
n

weakly unstable. We now examine the effect of this term in two

examples.

Example 1 Consider the equation
r> jc

J Cl +x-t lO dt. = -I + xt-nT00-
with solution

y Ix"} = x
We find

= Mia. bc-OCx- lOt"*- } citxVSot311"

For an exact starting value we have So: Jb.

Then

?n-'h\Un>) * C-0°V^dbCn^ * oCfcO

= %Un-0(3n-OV,H"Xn - C-O" + oCh3J.
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We notice that e(x) is growing in the same way as the solution of

the equation, but that d(x) is behaving in the opposite way. As n

increases the second term in the expansion of En will dominate the

—x
term in e n and eventually the numerical solution will bear no

resemblance to the true solution. The effect of the oscillating positive

exponiential factor is shown clearly in Figure 1.

Example 2 Consider the equation

^ cos <At - sunoc,
with solution

^1x1 = 1
We find l/ia , AU1 = So.

For an exact starting value f=2.i 5o = -'(ii

Then

En=Via(io. - C-0° Vj* (tx + oCh5').

Here the effect of the oscillating term is minor. For n even the

first two terms in the expansion cancel and we can expect errors of

3 2 3
O(h^). For n odd, the terms sum to give an error h /6+0(h ).

Numerical results confirm these statements and are given in Tabic 1.

TABLE 1 : THE TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD

VALUE OF X ERROR IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION

-2
0.1 0.1664 x 10

0.2 0.0

-2
0.3 0.1664 x 10

0.4 0.0

-2
0.5 0.1664 x 10

0.6 0.0



a

y(x)
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The step-size h was chosen as 0.1o The pattern of values of the

errors in Table 1 continued throughout all the values calculated

(up to x=5). The errors were calculated up to ten decimal places,

and for this level of accuracy, every alternate error was found to

be zero, as listed above.

2 - 4: Higher-order methods

For higher order quadrature, approximate solutions of (2-2-1)

in the form (2-2-2) or(2-3-1) cannot be obtained. Also, it is not

possible to obtain any convergence results by the methods used in the

proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. A different approach to the convergence

problem is needed and we shall see in the next chapter how a

theory is developed. However, it is interesting to first examine

the growth of errors produced by some standard quadrature when applied

to the simple equation (2-2-1). Let us examine the

Gregory rule with k=l.(See Chapter 2, Section 1-3)

Gregory's rule with k=l

In this case we find, analogous to (2-4-1),

-'lit Eo-i v * In En * 5lu fn+i = oCh1).

The characteristic polynomial equation is

5zl+ 8z-U o,

which has a root in [-1,-2], The method therefore produces diverging

results„for the equation.

Clearly we see that higher order methods need to be examined

carefully for their convergence properties. In the next section

a convergence criterion is established, and then applied to standard

quadrature methods.
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Thus

n|a.4 Cxr-a t Ei-r-i - ,C(/i4 far "3'8 tirti r oCk*D
• • • J

The homogeneous equation has characteristic polynomial equation

"U* <- 5z- 1 = o.

This equation has a root in [-2,-3] and consequently fci.r-»oo as r^cO

We see that the method is divergent for the equation (2-2-1), and

convergence for a more general Volterra equation seems unlikely,

(ii) Gregory's rule with k-1

In this case we find, analogous to (2-4-1),

"'I»i En-i t ^ 111 En * 5lii En+t = oCh1).

The characteristic polynomial equation is

Sz*+ 8z-l = o ,

which has a root in [-1,-2]. The method therefore produces diverging

results,for the equation.

Clearly we see that higher order methods need to be examined

carefully for their convergence properties. In the next section

a convergence criterion is established, and then applied to standard

quadrature methods.
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Section 3: MULTISTEP METHODS II: A CONVERGENCE CRITERION

3-1 The determination of a convergence criterion

Holyhead [11 ] has recently produced a theory which gives a

necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the

multistep method (2-1-2). In the analysis which follows we shall

be making use of the concept of a repetition factor, previously

introduced in Chapter 2.

Suppose the multistep method (2-1-2) requires s starting values

Y.
1

i=o t • • • t s-1 where

ti = - Yc. v=0,.. 5-1,

p
and that the quadrature in (2-1-2) is convergent of order h . From

(2-1-1) we have

n

with (3-1-1)

l-O,. . .,5-1

where R , is the truncation error the quadrature.
n,h

Equation (3-1-1) has the matrix representation

IV E = r
I V\ r*> (3-1-2)

where

The matrix is NxN and is lower triangular. Its first r rows

are those of the unit matrix, the remainder of its rows contain the
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elements ^ ^ } where

\i,i " ^ KCocc.cc^O i=Sj...,N
A= °r ••■>*•

As an example let us consider a method using Simpson's rule as the

'main' rule, together with an ancillary rule placed at the end of

every alternate row. Suppose the weights in this ancillary rule are

<*>, da., di . The matrix is shown in figure 2. [We have set

K(x,t)=1 here for clarity.]

FIGURE 2 : THE MATRIX FOR A SIMPSON RULE METHOD

1

0 a

'<3 Hfj Vj
d.o d, d i <41

'<$ % Zk
* V v
% \i Ic *
1 A
■'i Hlj

Wkyi;a;\
* % % A \ \
'<i t/j
I J t C ^ -T"»
'<3 ^ d, d^i ^

The method has repetition factor ^ =1, and this repetition is
indicated by the arrows in figure 2. We also notice that a 'block'

of elements is repeated in a diagonal fashion from the sixth row of
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onwards, and that each block extends over two rows, .and over

five elements in each row. For a general multistep method, the

blocks will each extend over jy. rows, and over A elements in each
row. The repetition will begin at rowCu+O , say. It will prove

convenient to denote A.-3. . The type of repetition indicated

in figure 2 is common to all multistep methods. For methods with

, it is found that in every case we have ^11=1
Let us now return to (3-1-2). We can write

UE II 6 U U. UtU

where

N
r—I

lie 11= max, le^l , ll ^ =marcI
o< is n

where 1 i.j ] are the elements of •

7 p-l
Now if we suppose that each ti = 0(h ), then we can write

IU« illfh'll Ch? £or some C > 0«

What we now desire is a bound on K'tyhMl which is of the form

*

- Hlar (3-1-3)

where r < p, for some integer r and some M > 0, which is independent

of h. This would give us a convergent method of order p - r.

Holyhead [ll ] has obtained a criterion for a multistep method

to satisfy in order to produce a bound (3-1-3). We first premultiply

^ by "'"D^, where
Kh - • j 'j Kss , • • • , tints klNN
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with K denoting K(x ,x )• The matrix Dh is a "differentiation
ss s s

matrix" and is shown in figure 3. Now, from row (u+O onwards we

find that an element a^ . of kh' is given by

j.-o,..., t-p

-i-p>+ l, -i-3

lOCo Kio

OXi Kit

1

However, for j=o,...,i-^< , we have Wij ! WC-f,j . Hence, using

Taylor's theorem gives

foCOCUj r

to;.'- iOo-p,^ +oC»o
CO t»o

U3*',i -» oCvO
Ug;

i-X

y i-A+ t-p

js I- p+ \} i-1

r£

We can thus write

Kh' bh s H Lh.

where AN and are shown in figure 3. For i* .., N the (i+1) row

of is

th

(o,...,0, U> i, i-\-t I - CO i,-p, v-A* lj ... ^ (0 £i£-p -lO(i-p.C-p
lOii COC.C

<Oi,i-prl , . . . , G3C..C-I } Xj O t • . ■ , O
w77

..(3-1-4)

That is, ( Oj . . ., dUi,. . . , dcpi 1, O, . . .,o} (3-1-5)

where there are ( i* I- ^zeros at the beginning of the row and



i=0,$-l

i=S,S*p-1

f"*•0

i*s»pN^

1
01
0 *

0 • 0

-10.. 01

. Cp-i) ^

J-0 li

^ i= 0,5-1

O(h)

j= O.i-1

THE MATRIX Dh THE MATRIX Lh

i *0,5-14

i*s,s*p-l |
isS-»p, v -1^

B* indicates blocks of repeated elements

THE MATRIX AN

Figure 3
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X"1 / as before. As shown in figure 2, it is found that the

matrix A^ possesses the same repetition quality as . That is,
blocks of sizeytAxp are repeated down its length. It was this
property that enabled Holyhead to prove the following important

theorem.

Theorem 3 The matrix Aj^ is uniformly bounded with respect to N
if and only if G = G^ ... G^ has all its eigenvalues lying
strictly within the unit circle, where

ki-v + i =
o io -

0 0 1

o

o

0 •

-oUi •

01
■ -"dcp

i,..

and thect^ l<j<p are given equations (3-1-4) and (3-1-5).
From this theorem, Holyhead shows that

UCftN+KUh T'lUNa for some M^>0 independent of h.

Now, since Kh ' "^h z Rm + kUh ,

we have Yh1-- (Rn+ kLhT4 Kh"1 bh

Now \l Kh~' II is uniformly bounded with respect to N and llbhW-- xlhi
thus we obtain the result

ll"5h "H * M[H , for some M independent cf h.

A sufficient condition for convergence has therefore been established.

Holyhead states that for the necessary condition we must have the

additional property that all eigenvalues of G which lie on the unit
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circle are roots of Af = 1 . The results of this section are

summed up in Theorem 4 below.

Theorem 4 If the quadrature of (2-1-3) is convergent of order

and the starting values are convergent of order hP ^ , then a

necessary and sufficient condition for the multistep method (2-1-2)

to be. convergent of order p-1 that all the eigenvalues of

G = Gat .... G. (with G. as in Theorem 3)I 1 I

be inside or on the unit circle, and that those on the unit circle

are roots of

X?=i

where ^ is the repetition factor of the method.

3-2 A stability criterion

The results of section 3-1 can be extended to include a stability

criterion. Noble's stability argument (Section 2-1) requires that

when K(x,t)~l, the multistep method should reduce to a "differentiation

rule" for g(x) for each value of x=x^, i>s. Now when K(X/t)==l, the
multistep method (2-1-2) reduces to

n

^ U>fU' Y, = ^(.OCfO ■£ =S.3t\J...)N.
l = o

That is

with

1- 1*%

Y= ^ Ys-. , Vs.. . \ , J. -- IjtxO,... ,

We therefore require that Y* be banded. (See figure 4)
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FIGURE 4 : REQUIRED FORM OF FOR STABILITY

• "u rows

Now when K(x,t)=l , all elements of are zero. Thus

that is

fU - kh bh ~^h ,

?h' = An ' Kh ' bh.

We see we now require A^ to be banded, and this in turn requires
that all the eigenvalues of G are zero. [See Holyhead for details.]

This result is stated in Theorem 5.

Theorem 5 A convergent multistep method is stable, in the sense

of Noble, if and only if all eigenvalues of G are zero.

3-3 Applications - methods with a repetition factor greater than one

Specific examples of multistep methods are now investigated by the

author for their convergence and stability properties. Newton-Coles

ruJ.es with ancillary quadratures placed at the beginning of the rows

of will always produce methods with ^>1 . For example, suppose
we are using the three-eights rule as the main rule. We will then

require two ancillary rules. The matrix (with K(x,t)=l) is

shown in figure 5.
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FIGURE 5 : THE THREE-EIGHTH'S RULE

1

o a.

o o l

do d, di «(j

(So (Si (5a Pi (Sif

V, *>(f Vr Vj ilj

do <*i \ \ \
[L. ft} ft<t f1fisp>

% Sf» V, % 3,s\/»
<*0 d, do.

«J / O."
c(^ tdif 8 *

(*0 P. fc
3($ a

fti &n *• A*

*1* % Vi Vj \ % '

%
\ 3/?

\ %\/?
V%\3/»

Here M-3, p-3>. ^c= 1 aur\<A.fc=:j. The ctl, i= O, • • •, H- i (3 L , i-0}. . .

are the weights in the ancillary quadratures.

In general, suppose that the weights in the repeated main

quadrature are coo, coi, . . . t tOn- Then, for the class of methods

considered here we have

jJL- I, p = n = p. , and so A- p - 1.
The first element in the last row of G=G^ is ~ \ (lOo twn") -Wn

u>n

= - <-oo [con •

The i^1 element (2<i<n) in the last row of G is " Wo-i/cOn.
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We find

*

-XI

o -X I

■"•to «•

-X I

On expanding
l &- axi^o

We obtain

That is

X0"' Utw(con t-iV\ • . . -* (rlV Wo/(On - o

ton X° -+ LGo-i AT* • • • 4- lOi A. + u)o " O

Now if the weights are those of a Newton-Cotes rule we have the

symmetry property

LOt, s U5n-t i-- Oj . . .O

If n is odd, we can immediately observe that a zero of

pCAV U>C\A»° + • - - + U3t-\ + U3o
occurs at -1

For convergence we require that any root on the unit circle must

be roots of

That is

X.n=l

This condition is not satisfied and we conclude that Newton-Coles

methods with an even number of weights and with a repetition factor

greater than one yield diverging methods.

Let us now examine the case when n is even. For the Newton-Coles

weights we have Lo<n s "> O . Thus as cO, 00 . Now let

O-'ivf , say.
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Then

^-l") : lOir - lhir-> + Wicu + ■ • • + iOx~ Uii + cOo

» "i ^ uo- coi + coa. <- ..• + C-Orcor-x - C-Or cor-i"^+ C-Of U)r
Now if p(rO<o , we have a root in (r<£b~0 . It can easily

be verified that all the Newton-Coles rules up to the case n=8

(at least) satisfy this condition.

We conclude therefore that any practical Newton-Coles method

(with b I ) will yield diverging methods.

3-4 Applications - Methods with a repetition factor of one

In these methods the main rule is applied at the beginning of

each row with ancillary quadratures needed at the ends of rows. If

we first consider Newton-Coles rules, we find we need to consider

each case separately. We consider a Simpson rule method as follows.

(i) Simpson's Rule Suppose we use a repeated Simpson rule

together with an ancillary quadrature with weights do, di, ou, d$.

The matrix is shown in figure 2. For this method

p.--!. and p ^

Tnus

(i = Grxfri

&,« o

o

0

o

V

o

o

o o

\ o

O V

~b\ t>i

-
o < o o

O O I o

0 O O I

cq Qj. Oi^

Qv = 3dO" I

Q.i» 3 d i -1+

a*,* 3dx* i , a*-

"b\= I

"bj: (l-3dx} (lc<3

ire fore
O o I Cs

o o o i

O t\ lx

o a, Ox Qi
♦ t"

♦Qi,bt Q«bi
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The eigenvalues of G are solutions of A. ( ♦ Ci X* * Ca. X + CO=C>
where the C. are combinations of the a. and b..

1 IX

For any choice of o(i., i»0,..3 , we find Ci=0 . Cusing

Ci' l&I . ]

Evaluating |^-A.T| = 0;
we find that

A.1 - ^Qivbl + bx +Oi \ A. + ^ bx 0-3. - Lidx " " h-4- ~b l 3 * °

Substituting, we find

<*«, A1 - I dt + di-hdx l A tldi-h*o\=0 (3-4-1)

is the equation satisfied by the remaining eigenvalues.

The most obvious choice of the a is do- , di~

or do-'h, di'di.- \ } dj'Ma. . it is easily seen however that

both sets of weights give a root of

^.lA") = A.5" - £di + dll - W di\ \ + Idi-k, o(.o ^

outside the unit circle.

Clearly, there is nc simple way in which Simpson's rule can be

used successfully. Now the desired properties of any scheme are

convergence and stability. For the method being considered we could

2
ensure this by showing the ancillary rule to be 0(h ) in accuracy.

We would then obtain two free parameters in the weights which could

be chosen so that both eigenvalues in (3-4-1) become zero. This is

not really satisfactory, however, as we would only obtain a method

which is 0(h) in accuracy. In the next sub-section, however, the

author puts this idea, (due to Holyhead), into better use.
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(ii) A stable trapezoidal rule We have already seen that the

trapezoidal rule, applied in a direct way, gives a convergent method

for the integral equation, but that the solutions obtained are

subject to instability. (Section 2-3). However by combining the

trapezoidal rule with an ancillary rule, the author now shows that

stability can be enforced.

Suppose we place the ancillary quadrature, with weights

do, dU, di, di at the end of every alternate row. The matrix

fh is then as shown in figure 6.

FIGURE 6 : THE TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD

1

\ 1 'u

da d, <*4

\ 1 11 \

\ 1 1 1

'/ill 1

For this method Us5, p = H-.

Let us choose the ancillary quadrature so that it has a truncation

2
error 0(h). We then have a system analogous to that of (i). That
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is, we have two zero eigenvalues of the matrix G, and, from (3-4-1),

the remaining two satisfy

X1 - \ divbj + br + 03, A t \ baQi - "bi ai - - Qcv "bi ^ = O

where, in this case

"bi = V- I adi , ~bx - V-cii Id.-}, , Ij = I -Mi

Q,= ado-l , ai- 3.(dt-0 , a*>- ^(da-O , a* =■ 3.U3-O

We find that

V" +■ C di * d>i- 2. di 0 X V- CcA\-0xiO
di di

For both eigenvalues to be zero, we require that

d| - o • • • • (3—4—2)

da« oi +4i . (3-4-3)

2
For the rule to have a truncation error 0(h ) we require

do = 3tc,

d. =

di« 'Mx- Hx-

dj - ~ + boc. ♦ ,

where x and y are free parameters.
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Under the conditions (3-4-2) and (3-4-3) we find that

oc.s'Vo, cj'^/aio.

Thus the required weights are

AO' 4l/no

oil =

dl -

c(s-- 5(s .

We have thus produced a stable method. We again decided to take the

equation

J (l+x-O * -1 + ac *

with solution MCsO-oc^i"3" } and apply the method of this section to it.

An exact starting value was used, and the errors obtained are shown in

table 2.

TABLE 2 : THE MODIFIED TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD

VALUE OF X ERROR

0.1 0.63X10~2

0.2
-2

-0.20X10

0.3 o.ioxio-1

0.4 -0.12X10-1

0.5 0.13X10-1

0.5 -0.91X10~2

0.7 0.86X10-2

o CD -0.61X10-2

0.9 -0.53X10-2

orH -0.39X10-2
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The results continued in a stable fashion for all the values

calculated; (up to x=5). We can compare these results with those

shown in Figure 1, where the trapezoidal method was used on the

same equation in a direct manner.

(iii) A convergent, stable, third order method. Holyhead

combines the three-eighth's rule with two ancillary rules, and by

employing the technique used in (ii) , obtains a convergent and

stable third order method. The matrix shown in figure 7.

FIGURE 7 : THE THREE-EIGHTH'S RULE

Here p. - .

In this case, the eigenvalues of G satisfy

t Qi A1 t ii J.1 t as I t ai,"l --o

where the CU , are dependent on «U , pi the weights in
the ancillary rules. Again we find 0.'+»0 for any choice of d-l. fil .

4
Choosing the two rules to be of accuracy 0(h ), (the same as the three-

eighth's rule in composite form), we have three free parameters among
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the weights d.i, pi . These can be chosen so that the remaining
three eigenvalues are zero. Three non-linear equations in the

three parameters are then obtained, which Holyhead solves and

obtains explicit values for the weights dc, jhi . For full details

and a numerical example, consult Holyhead.

(iv) Gregory's Rule. The use of Gregory's rule for the

integral equation gives a method with a repetition factor of one.

The matrix is shown in figure 8, for the cases of k>o.

FIGURE 8 : GREGORY'S RULE

i
o x

o i

ur*
t flo*

U tR • ■ W
WRo* • •• Iv^Xt

■ ■ URkT' 1 \1 itflQ

Uflfc" 1 ■X U Hi

no, K.-1

c i-a, Ni

For this method we find "V-Tktl, yw--1, jt-Rtl.
The matrix G=G^ is thus (k+l)X (k+1). [Notice that when k=o,
(trapezoidal method), the matrix G collapses.] The first element

in the last row of G is ^ |h Ho*" and the i""*1 element

K K
in the last row of G is ~ C Sk-Cm - J / l+ fl© ( I f K+l.
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The eigenvalues of G are solutions of

t A* (fli* - Ro^") + • ■ • + A (fit- *) - O
1+rok l-t l+flo*

That is,

x.c*1 (i + flo10) + Ac Car - ao*■ • + a (a - a t-i") ■a.*.1 q

The writer now studies the question of the roots of

(I.UV- + A* (fh*-v\oK^+ - • • + -uft<*-Fu-»K)-a**
for the cases of k even and k odd separately.

Case 1 : k even

Since I aoK I k 1 , we find -|x(A^-»-cO

now "ttt-o1 -1 <- a. i - Ro* 4. a." + - - • - a^ \
«-ui i moki + hwm + ••••+ i a*.* i},

since the oscillate in sign with

Thus -I + 3.6k.

where ^,
6t* £ i«ri

■* IqoI + Mail v • • • ♦ 3." la.ic I [See PhillipS][2o]

> Vl>

since \aol * ''a.

Thus, ■jU-O > o , and we deduce that pc-0 has a root in (~<Oj-0.

Case 2 : k odd

Here ^ o.s A-^cO

We find pt-O - I + ft \ Ro*" - a»,c 4- • • • f 0 *• ^
= 1-3. \ irokI t ■•• + ia*.Ki"i
S l - ft. 13k;

<0 .
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We deduce that pOO has a root in

We can conclude, therefore, that the Gregory rule, with k>o, will

produce divergent methods.

3-5 Concluding Remarks

We have seen that the convergence of the multistep methods

depends on the size of the eigenvalues of a certain matrix G. We

have shown that when we apply Newton-Coles formulae to give methods

with a repetition factor of one, we obtain diverging results.

However, we have seen that when we apply Newton-Coles formulae to

give methods with a repetition factor greater than one, we can, by

skillful choice of weights in the ancillary rules, obtain methods

which are convergent and stable. We have shown the disappointing

result that the Gregory rule, with k>o, gives divergent methods.

In section (3-4) we examined means of obtaining a third order

convergent method. Clearly, higher order methods are possible,

although the analysis required to determine the values of the

unknown weights in the ancillary rules would become increasingly

complex.
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SECTION 4; A CLASS OF BLOCK-BY-BLOCK METHODS

4-1 Introduction

In Section 3 we saw that many 'standard' quadrature methods,

when applied to the Volterra equation of the first kind, were found

to be non-convergent. Special methods had to be devised in order

to produce convergence. We might, therefore, be justified in being

cautious in applying block-by-block methods to the equation.

Indeed some numerical experiments with block methods at first

indicated that the methods were non-convergent (see Linz [15 ] ).

However, recent work, due to Weiss [25 ] , shows that some block

methods are convergent, provided we take a sufficiently small step-

size. Weiss also shows that we may need to be careful about the

stability of particular schemes. The methods outlined in this

section can be considered as generalisations of the block methods

discussed in Chapter'2, Section 2.

4-2 The Block Methods

We consider the grid of points X;, i-o,i, such that

XC = Xc * uh

where Xo = a, x:ts» = bJ h- (,b-a-^(N together with the sub-grid

= -Xi * , -y. i, .. .,n
where the u. satisfy o<u<<u <...<u =1.

j 1 2 n

We notice that if u,=Oi then x =x., and that x.=xThe aim
1 il i ih i+l

now is to obtain block methods over each set of points (x. ,... ,x . },
ar m

i=o,...,n, obtaining the block of approximate values {Y. ,..., },

where
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T: 5" 1 , "U,* O

1 , Hi = 0

This avoids the blocks overlapping.

Thus, in the integral equation

| KCx^y LOdt - gCx} > astsx^b,
we set x=x^j and split the interval of integration (x0'x^j)
into (x ,x.) and (x.,x..). We can then obtain

ox I xg

i-i pxLn r»x;j

V3^-" L + \Xi mmm {4-2-i)

Now consider the Lagrange coefficient function

LK CX~) -- JiCx^
Cx-uO u'(uO

where

JiCxV (x-uO-• • (x- atn ~5

If, in (4-2-1), we replace K(x,t)y(t) by its interpolating polynomial
p

X U(VocO l^Oj..b-1^
Kzi ~Ti

and perform the subsequent integration, we obtain the scheme

i-l n n(

^(.xvj^r h ^ ^ a< KCxcj,:xxO t- KCxcj Yix
l-O »C.= I

... (4-2-2)

for \~rt • • ■ ) n , i;Oj. ..,N, and where

a I PUJ
ax - \ UK (s') (is j Oj K. - \ UKIS") ds , 1j. - • j n.

Jo Jo

For each value of i (4-2-2) gives us a system of linear equations to

be solved for the values {Y. ,...,Y. }.
xr in
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Choice of u.,. ... ,u
i n-1

If we choose equally spaced points, that is

tu - tH , i= ij..rt-l
n-i

then we obtain Newton-Cotes rules and interpolatory rules in the

scheme (4-2-2). (See Chapter 2, Section 2) With this choice of u^ ,

the block method (4-2-2) is equivalent to the first block method

considered in Section 2-3, Chapter 2, except that here the blocks

are size h, instead of size (n-l)h.

The choice of symmetrically spaced points can lead to Lobatto quadrature

rules in (4-2-2) . For example the choice

"Ui=-o, Hi. - 5- <TS (io , Uh = S+<Ts-/io,

gives us a four point Lobatto quadrature rule as the main rule in

(4-2-2). We notice that the restriction u =1 prevents us from obtaining

Radau and Chebyshev rules.

In scheme (4-2-2) we find that values of the kernel K(x,t) are

required outside a<t<x<b. For certain kernels this may produce difficulties.

A different approximation to the second integral in (4—2—1) avoids this.

(See Section 2-4, Chapter 2)

Suppose that in the integral

| Ktxcj , t") dt ...(4-2-3)

we replace y(t) by its interpolating polynomial
n

^ I-* ) ytxctO where L (t) is as before.
K=i h k

If we first write t=x_^+u_.hs in (4-2-3) we find

p p<
•Jx ^ \ , ccc -t u^hs ■) t^Cic + u.jV\s
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^ ^ huj KCxcj , xc + u^hs ") kr (u^s") c^baOch
0| ^

- 2_i 2_4 huiat<- KUxcj, + UjU<h ^ kr lu.jU.0 ^^XcO
r= i k=i

on applying the quadrature rule used to form the first summation

in (4-2-2).

We thus obtain the modified scheme

i-> n o n

3^,0-- W^^ a< KCacij^oYL* +h^ cx< k(x:j,o:ctUjU-c^ .. (4-2-4)
t-o K-' r;. i | , ^v.1 • Lr Cu; Uk jXir.

fr-)n;vo)...jN
This scheme is a generalisation of the schemes considered in

Chapter 2, section 2 - 4C

4-3 Convergence theorems

In this section we find that we need to consider the two cases

u^+O/ u^=o separately. The reason for this is soon apparent.
Case 1 : u 4=°

1

Let us first examine scheme (4-2-2). We find that the errors

£,oj - U CXi-j} - Ycj satisfy
i-» n
c—1 o

H ^ R-bUj > -1- k^ cj.rXtQCrfc-V -Q) ...(4-3-1)
K-t 1--0 K-l

where Rc^ ,h denotes the truncation error of the quadrature rules.

If we subtract equation (4-3-1) , with i replaced by i-1 and j=n, from

equation (4-3-1), and divide the resulting equation by hK(x^,x^), we
obtain

n i-i n

^ =" J OK ( K (XCj, XVK"} ~ k Cccc, 3C\x } } f lvc
*»» Ktiu.xO

- ^ Rtj t y-v - Rfi-On , h } , • • • (4—3—2)
k K IXc ,XC~) J=k - in •
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Now, for sufficiently differentiable K(x,t) and y(t) we can find a

constant C>o such that

Rij, h ~ Ri-o tijh - C. K
WKCscc^Xc")

Taking moduli in equation (4-3~2) we can define constants M, K, a, >o,

such that

n i-j A
1 A v [<lXis- 1 4 hn°- / A lEut^ + c,h-a

KtXi,xO ^ 1,-0 k=i
.... (4—3—3)

If we write €1 = where EC : ^ Ed,. . • fCn^T
5 cOand denote by fl ^ the matrix with elements £ aj * K (xcj ,X«:iO ^ jj'H'tj --

ktxc.xc}

then if L= max ll C R ^ ^
UiiN

we find, after some manipulation with (4-3-3) that

i- •

< hKo-n, 11 + Ckn.
M L

ft, I

w.
t-o

With e^^c^h11, for some C2>0' we find, using Lemma 1, Chapter 1, that
<Lc-*> O as Vi-^O and t ^ ob with ih fixed.

We deduce that the scheme (4-2-2) with UA° convergent °f order
n. Turning to the modified scheme (4-2-4), we find that we can

obtain an equation analogous to (4-3-2) if we make use of the identity

(See Weiss [25], page 14)

(4-3-4)

n

^ an L-r (uj /U\c. 1 : a.j r ,
K»l

on setting j=n.

Convergence of the scheme (4-2-4) then follows.
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Case 2 : u^=o

Again let us examine scheme (4-2-2) first. We find that equation

(4-3-1) becomes

i">1 n'
h Oj*. K.(.3Ccj, OCtfc") + Pi ^ CX< k-tXCj ,Xcic~)£xk
K=i I/O K-I

+ h oij i K (xcj , OCii ") ^ ^ j ^ ■ . ..(4—3—j)

3 2,..•.,n.

We see we now have an 'extra' term in Eci on the left-hand side,

and the previous analysis is no longer valid. Weiss shows that

convergence can be obtained, but that it is subject to certain restrictions

on the choice of u^ (i=2,...,n-l)„ The proof of the convergence result
is complex and lengthy. Therefore we merely state the result in the

following theorem.

Theorem 6

The schemes (4-2-2) and (4-2-4) with u^=o are convergent if and only
if -l<«t<l, where

n-' J!

r\r It 0-U.O / 11 C-uO .

IC~| K-'-l
and the order of convergence is n-1 ifr^=l, and n otherwise.

4-4 Stability results

We now examine the schemes (4-2-2) and (4-2-4) with K (x,t)=i.

The two schemes are, in fact, identical. This is a consequence of the

identity (4-3-4). Thus setting K(x,t)=l in (4-2-2) or (4-2-4),

replacing i by i-1 and setting j=n, subtracting this equation from
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the original (4-2-2) or (4-2-4) gives us

n

<^Cx;pr Y;* - ■ jn

We

~

...(4-4-1)

again need to consider the two cases u^o, u^=o separately.

r-

where

Case 1 : (r=l)

Here (4-4-1) gives us the system of linear equations

RY=|.
V - \ Ycq ••• j Yur\

9^ * ''hi ■ ■ ■ , 3
and A is the matrix with elements {a^.} i,j=l,...,n.
We see that each Y (j=l,...,n) can be obtained in terms of g(x^),
g(x.,),..., g(x. ) and we can interpret this as a 'differentiation rule',
ll in

for Y... We deduce that the scheme is stable in the sense of Noble,
il

Case 2 : u^=o (r=2)
The situation here is quite different. is now known from the

previous block of values, and (4-4-1) gives a system of linear

r Y 1
i2 m

T

equations for {Y ,..., Y }. That is

r>t
- haj i Yc i = ^ Via^ k Yck , ^ • -} n.

t-i

We now have the term in Y on the left hand side, and the scheme cannot

be interpreted in the same way as above. We therefore do not expect the

scheme to oe stable.
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In some lengthy analysis, Weiss obtains asymptotic expansions

for the errors in the schemes (4-2-2) and (4-2-4). He finds that for

the cases u^>o and u^=o, lriKI, the leading terms in the asymptotic
expansions are characterised by stable growth (in accordance with

Definition 1). However, for the cases u^=o , he finds that
the leading terms are now of the desired form, and the methods are

weakly unstable. As Weiss's expansions appear to be of limited

practical use, they are not quoted here.

4-5 Applications

Here we consider schemes with symmetrically positioned u.,

i=l,...,n. This class of schemes includes methods based on

Newton-Cotes rules and Lobatto rules. We find

_o-i
o =■ JI 0-uOt <-z

n-1

\ C-uo
K'X

n-1

- l\ CuO

(■-if I \ (uO
Thus

, ,1-n
<\= c-o

We deduce that the schemes are convergent, but are weakly unstable.

From the stability results of Section 4 - 4, we see that the most

satisfactory schemes are those with u =^o. This class of schemes will

not yield familiar quadrature rules; however, schemes can be easily

constructed.
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A numerical example

We consider the equation

l+ot-suix-cotoc. * ^ Ci t-oc,-t~) ij it] dt osxii-^
with solution y(x)=sinx. If we set u^=o, u^=h, u^l, we find
Simpson's rule as the first quadrature in scheme (4-2-2). Choosing

a step-size h=0.3, we obtain approximations to y(x) at x=0.15, 0.30

1.2, and choosing h=0.15 we obtain approximations at x=0.075, 0.15,

1.2. Weiss computes these values, using schemes (4-2-2), and some

results, showing convergence, are given below.

X Error with h=0.3 Errors with k=0.15

0.3 -3.6x10 4 -9.2xlO~5

0.6 -2.3xlO~4 -6.1xl0~5

0.9
-4

5.5x10 1.3xlO~4

1.2 2.1x10 ^ -4
5.2x10

Table 3 : BLOCK-BY-BLOCK METHOD [TABLE TAKEN FROM WEISS [25]]
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Section 5 : EXPANSION METHODS

5-1 Introduction

The purpose of this section is to investigate the use of expansion

methods for solving Volterra equations of the first kind. The methods

have been tried rather unsuccessfully on Fredholm equations of the

first kind; the lack of success being due to the extreme ill-conditioning

of the system of equations resulting from the procedure, especially when

this system is large.

We would expect that the system of equations resulting from the

application of an expansion method to a Volterra equation of the first

kind is likely to be ill-conditioned. Before examining the methods,

therefore, we need to have available an algorithm specifically devised

for solving ill-conditioned systems. Wilkinson £26 1 has devised such

an algorithm; the method being essentially Crout's with partial pivoting

and inner-product accumulation, for full details, consult Wilkinson!! 26 ].

With this algorithm in mind, we move on to examine some expansion methods.

5-2
A collocation method

Given thfe equation

we consider approximating to y(t) by y(t) where

N

... (5-2-1)
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In (5-2-1) the functions Vj Itl i,.. .jN must be prescribed, and
the constants Q-j-i, f =hare to be determined. We therefore obtain

N ^

gtx)=^ a.y\ \ dt. (5-2-2)
i = i "a.

If we now set x=x , r=l,...,N, with a^x-$b, we obtain from (5-2-2)
r r

a system of equations for the N unknowns a_. j=l,...,N.

That is

Ka.
, (5-2-3)

where

a. - I cxo j . ■ •, o-N-v ]T ,

and K is the NxN matrix with elements

fUCf

^ KLXr, (.O dt , T,y\J...,N. (5-2-4)

The points x^, r=l,...,N are known as collocation points. In
general we will not be able to determine the integrals (5-2-4) exact

However, if we choose the collocation points to be equally spaced,

such that
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with xN=b, we can approximate to the integrals by any standard

quadrature. Now the introducture of quadrature means that the

elements of the matrix K will be slightly perturbed from their

true values. If the matrix K is ill-conditioned we clearly need

to make these perturbations as small as possible to avoid the

possibility of large changes in a arising. The use of a high-

order quadrature is thus desired.

Choice of approximating functions This type of method is

obviously most suitable if we have some prior knowledge of the

behaviour of y(x). If a polynomial approximation is appropriate,
«\J

then a suitable choice of y(x) is

N

T- I

where the Tr-i Cx} are the Chebyshev polynomials Tr-t Cos (Cr-OCOS-1^
for this choice, we would need to transform the range of y(x) from

Ta,bl to C-1,1This is easily done by means of a linear

transformation. The choice

N

r=i

is not suitable as it is known to lead to ill-conditioning problems.

A numerical example We took the equation

V* O+X-O q<-t") dt =-i+0C.

. x
with solution u1xj=3C.^>
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on the range On<x$1. For this equation it was convenient to use

modified Chebyshev polynomials T * (x) defined on the range TOjlJ.

That is

Tr^Cx"}- COS C T COS""1 O") / T= Oj . ..j N~1.

The collocation method was performed taking N=5. The method was

first performed with (5-2-4) being evaluated exactly, and again

using Gregory quadrature to evaluate (5-2-4). Collocation points

were chosen as xr = (0.2)Xr, r=l,...,5, and the Gregory rule was
used with step-size h=0.1 and with k=2 . (See Chapter 1, Section

q
1-3). The accuracy of the Gregory rule is then 0(h ). Errors are

compared in Table 4 below. (The system (5-2-3) was solved using

Wilkinson's algorithm[ 25 ]).

TABLE 4 : COLLOCATION METHOD

VALUE

OF X

ERRORS IN 'EXACT'
METHOD

ERRORS IN

'QUADRATURE'
METHOD

0.2 0.29X10" 0.47X10~5

0.4 ' -0.15X10~4 -0.38X10~4

0.6 0.14X10~4 0.90X10~6

0.8 -0.29X10~4 -4
-0.40X10

1.0 0.15X10~3 0.15X10~3

Condition Condition
number of matrix number of matrix

= 53.4 = 53.5
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■EXRCT ' we^QD '<frumO<WTU.gE.> TOTHOD
^ -3 2 ~ -3 2

Approximate expansion: y(x)=0.15X10 +x-0.98x , y(x)=0.13X10 +x-0.98x
3 4 3 4

+0.44x -0.09x +0.44x -0.09x

2 3 4
True expansion:y(x)=x-x +0.5x -0.16x .

It can be seen that both methods produced good results with

the quadrature method in fact producing the better results. This

result is, of course, due to the fact that the errors in the Gregory

rule have resulted in a 'perturbed' expansion, which has turned out

to be closer to the true expansion. This will not always be the case.

In general, of course, we will not be able to determine the

magnitude of the errors, and the optimum size of N is not known. If

we increase N we obtain a larger system of equations to solve and

the risk of ill-conditioning grows. This is a drawback as we would

like to choose N large so that the collocation points cover the

region fa,bj as densely as possible. In the next section we suggest

a much improved method which also enables us to obtain actual

estimates of the errors incurred.

5-3 Error minimising techniques

A well-known method for solving integral equations of the

second kind is the residual minimising technique. In this method

we first replace y(x) by a series of expansion (as in 5-2), form

the residual, R(x) say, and then minimise this residual in a

particular way (for example, in a least squares sense). The residual

may be minimised over a discrete number of points spanning the region

of interest, with the number of these points exceeding the number of

terms in the series expansion. If the equation is linear we then

obtain a linear system of equations to solve for the unknown

coefficients in the series expansion.
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For the Volterra equation of the first kind, we obtain the

residual

N r* yt

i=l Jo-

a£X<£ bf

J"

If we write

eixV ^ OO,

then

RXx") - \ KbuO-^tO cit
a.

However, if we minimise R(x), we will not be able to determine how

e (x) is being minimised; if at all. We cannot obtain any bounds for

the magnitude of e(x) in terms of R(x), unlike the situation for the

equation of the second kind (See Chapter 2, Section 5-1). We there¬

fore look at ways of minimising the error directly. This idea is due

to WatsonL24l, who applied it to integral equations of the second

kind. From (5-2-2) we can obtain

^CxV- y ck-i ^ Ktx, tO '^i-\ t.O At = ^ Klxj
L - I a

We now choose equally spaced points x^ , j=l,...,m with
Xj - X ) JLo=a, XH = 'bJ
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and where M>>N. Then we have

pi A pa
J \ Kbxj.t"') M'c-v lO db.

(5-3-1)

j=>, - .H.

Now (5-3-1) is an integral equation of the first kind for e(t).

Replacing the integral on the left-hand side of (5-3-1) by a convergent

quadrature for the equation gives us approximations Zi. to e (t^ ) <

i=l,...,N with

However, we are limited in the choice of quadrature available. From

Section 2 we know that the Euler, midpoint and trapezoidal methods

produce convergent methods. In Section 3-4 we managed to obtain a

higher order convergent method, but this was complex in nature. We

therefore proceed to replace the integral containing e(t) in (5-3-1)

2
by the midpoint rule. We observe that the error of the rule is 0(h )

but this low order of accuracy could be off-set by increasing M; thus

making h smaller. This will also mean that the x
^ , j=l,...,M cover

ta,bl more densely. Equation (5-3-1) thus becomes

Qxkxx tt = e,(-tO.
o

«}= b.-.M,
(5-3-2)

where
Ou

X 5— 3— 3)

and we have written to denote +
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From (5-3-2) we obtain the system of equations

£ = K~y K-'H (5-3-4)

where

t, i fix J. . . , tn-Ux V,
a 3 [ ao, . . ., aN-i 31 ,

\ cjlxO,. ■ ■ ,

and where K is an MxM lower triangular matrix with elements

such that

= K (otj ,^1,-r'l-L

^ is an MxN matrix with elements •

One method of procedure now is to find, from (5-3-4)

mua 11 £ II
(**• '

a
/V

whe re

U&H = mtoc. I Zi-'ix I,
t-tO - H

which is a linear programming problem. However, a discrete least squares

method can be applied more easily as follows.

We rewrite the system (5-3-4) explicitly as

N

*
-- ^ K 3̂s- y ai-> ^ i l> - lj . • • j H . • • • (5—3—5)

where * Zi-Hx , i=i, • ,

Si * - j - »M .
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and are the elements of the matrix t.j-ij-jM

<|)^ are the elements of the matrix K."1 ^ , i,s I, • • i f, t
The discrete least squares method requires that we set

J, ?** = <>
in

- 11 • • ■ i N .

Mr- i, . • m

From (5-3-5) we therefore obtain

M N

Z, <^k | X Ki* q. - Z <H °-r' 1 *0L
j*. ^ j-.

That is,

M "r

Z X 1 X», X ....(5-3-6)
j=« i" L-i

-tt.- tj • • jN

We therefore have a system of linear equations to solve for the

a_._^, j=l,...,N. The system (5-3-6) may at first look complex
to set up, but we are reminded that the matrix K is lower

★

triangular, and thus the elements K , i,j=l,...,N, are easy to

obtain. Once the a_. ^, j=l,...,N are obtained we can substitute
the values in (5-3-5) to obtain the ti-'s, i=l,...,N the midpoint

rule approximations to the errors

t i (Xi-'O ,

Thus, in addition to being able to utilise M N points for the

minimisation of errors, we see that we are able to obtain direct

estimates of the errors, within the bounds of the truncation error

of the midpoint rule. We notice that the integrals in (5-3-3) may

not always be available exactly. However, they may be determined

to an arbitrarily high degree of accuracy by using quadrature.
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A Numerical example

Again we chose the equation

j Cl + X-tOyU:~> dt = Itx-tt"1,

to be solved for y(x) in 0 x 1.

We took .the modified Chebyshev polynomials Tr_^* (t) , r=l,...,
with N=5, as the approximating functions. We also took M=50 with

the step-size h=0.02. The results at the first few x , i=l,...,10

are shown in Table 5.

VALUE ERROR IN COMPUTED PREDICTED ERROR RESIDUAL

OF X RESULT (FROM (5-3-5))

O.Ol -0.72X1O-4 -0.72X10 -0.85X10~6

0.03 -0.27X10~4 -0.28X10-4 -0.18X10~5

0.05 0.34X10~5 0.29X10-5 -0.21X10~5

0.07 0.23XlO~4 0.23X10-4 -0.19X10-5
0.09 0.35X10~4 0.34X10-4 -0.13X10"5
0.11 0.39X10~4 0.39X10~ -0.56X10-6

0.13 O.38X10-4 0.37X10-4 0.21X10~6

0.15 0.33X10-4 0.33X10~4 0.94X10~6
'

0.17 0.26X10"4 -4
0.26X10 0.16X10~5

0.19 0.17X10-4 0.17X10~4 -5
0.20X10

0.21 0.75X10-5 0.67X10-5 0.23X10~5
0.23 -0.19X10~5 -0.20X10~5 0.24X10~5

Condition number of matrix of coefficients = 8.2

2 3 4
True expansion y(x) = x-x +0.5x -0.16x +

m -4 2 3 4
Approximate expansion y(x)=0.99X10 +x-0.98x +0.44x -0.09x

TABLE 5 : THE LEAST SQUARES METHOD
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The good results shown in Table 5 continued throughout all the

values of y(x) calculated. For interest, values of the residual were

also computed, and the magnitude of the residual was normally less

than the magnitude of the error. The approximate expansion is seen

to fit fairly well with the first few terms of the true expansion.

To the degree of accuracy given here, however, it is the same as that

obtained by the collocation method of Section 5-2.

The condition number of the matrix of coefficients is

surprisingly low. This may not, of course, always be the case.

5-4 Discussion

We have briefly examined the application of some expansion methods

to the Volterra equation of the first kind. In Section 5-2 we examined

a collocation method and noted its limitations. In Section 5-3 we

examined a least-squares method which enabled us to obtain actual

estimates for the errors incurred at a discrete number of points.

In both of these methods we need to be careful of the validity

of the expansion obtained for y(x). For example, in Section 5-3 we

obtained numerical solutions to a particular integral equation in

the interval £o,l}.' Now this integral equation has solution

for all x, with its maximum value occuring at x=l. We cannot expect

the expansion we obtained for y(x) to yield very accurate values

outside this interval. The situation here will be common to most

Volterra integral equations except, for example, when the solution is

periodic or linear. The method is perhaps better used only for

obtaining discrete values of y(x) within £o,l^
Another difficulty common to all mecnods of this type is the
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choice of N, the degree of the approximating polynomial. Increasing

N may not necessarily guarantee better results, as the system of

linear equations becomes larger and more ill-conditioned. We may

find that the errors at discrete points remain small, but that the

exapansion itself is totally invalid.

The methods should therefore be used with care; their best

application being when some prior knowledge of y(x) is available

(to determine the appropriate expansion) and then taking only a small

number of terms in this expansion.
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